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CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: I want to call the meeting 

5f the Sunset Review hearing on the State Board of Motor 

7ehlcle Manufacturers, dealers and Salesmen to order. There 

aire not too many here yet. Give her your name? 

REPRESENTATIVE HAHILL: I already did. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSOlf: Go ahead. 

MR. DARIOi Good morning. Thank you very much for 

Inviting our participation In this public hearing pertaining 

to ounset review of the State Board of Motor Vehicle Manu

facturers, Dealers and Salesmen. I am pleased to be with you 

this morning. Bill Harrel, another member of the Legislative 

Budget and Finance Committee staff, Is also In attendance at 

today's hearing. 

Bill Is a Senior Analyst on our staff, and he 

served as team leader for our performance audit of the State 

Board of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers, Dealers and Salesmen. 

Bill and I have brought many of our audit file papers with us 

today, and, at the conclusion of my prepared remarks, we will 

be pleased to try to answer any questions that you may have 

about our audit process or findings, 

The Legislative Budget and Finance Committee has 

a rather unusual relationship to the sunset review process In 

Pennsylvania In that the Committee Is asked by law to make Its 
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staff available for the conduct of a performance audit of each 

agency that is scheduled for sunset review and possible 

termination. The Committee members themselves do not play a 

direct role in the performance audit process* Therefore, it 

Ls important for me to point out that the audit findings that 

I will be di8cussing represent the work and conclusions of 

Dur audit staff and do not necessarily represent the point of 

view of any of the members of the Legislative Budget and 

Finance Committee, 

The State Board of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers, 

Dealers and Salesmen is one of 24 separate licensing boards 

administered within the State Bureau of Professional and 

Occupational Affairs, Department of State. The Board carries 

»ut a licensing and registration function for motor vehicle 

nanufacturers, distributors, wholesalers, factory representa

tives, dealers and salesmen. The Board charges an initial 

Licensing fee for such persons and businesses and also biennial 

renewal fees. During the time of our audit, these fees ranged 

from a low of $5, which was the charge for a salesman's change 

of employer transaction, to a high of $25, which was the fee 

charged for a motor vehicle dealer license and for several 

»f the other licenses Issued. During the four-year period 

from FY1978-79 through FY1981-82, the Motor Vehicle Board 
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realized a total of approximately $1,5 million in total fee 

revenues, with the highest single year amount being $587,000, 

«hlch was realized during FY 1980-81. Total expenditures of 

:he Board during this same four-year period amounted to about 

?1 million, tJith the single highest one-year total being 

£267,000 in FY 1981-82. 

The Motor Vehicle Board is governed by Act 144 of 

L973. According to this law, the Board consists of a total 

)f 11 members. This includes three members who are to be 

lew car dealers, two members who are to be used car dealers, 

me member who is to be a mobile hone dealer, one member who 

Ls to be a motor vehicle salesman, and three members who are 

:o represent the general public or consumers. The 11th member 

Ls the Commissioner of Professional and Occupational Affairs 

aho serves as an ex-offlclo member of the Board. Like the 

>ther licensing boards in Pennsylvania, the Motor Vehicle 

toard functions to some degree in an executive, legislative 

and judicial sense. The Board can be viewed as an executive 

agency In its role as a licensing and registration agent for 

She Commonwealth. The Board's functioning in a legislative 

sense relates to its authority to promulgate rules and 

regulations to control and direct persons involved in motor 

vehicle distribution and sales in Pennsylvania. The Board 
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ucercises a judicial function when it sits as a hearing body 

:o consider disciplinary actions against licensees which can 

result in the loss of license or other disciplinary action. 

As of the end of 1982> the Motor Vehicle Board had 

Issued a total of approximately 32,500 active licenses. 

further information about the functioning of the Board and its 

relationship to the Bureau of Professional and Occupational 

If fairs is set forth in our sunset performance audit report 

m the Board which was provided to each member of the House 

transportation Committee on February 23, 1983. 

X would like to talk for a few minutes, now, about 

:he sunset performance audit obligation that la imposed upon 

>ur Committee by the Sunset Act and about the audit process 

Ln relation to the Motor Vehicle Board. 

According to the Sunset Act* the performance audit 

:hat we are to coxaplete is defined as follows: 

A written report by the Legislative Budget and 

finance Committee evaluating the management and performance 

>f an agency based on the statistics on its operations and 

:arried out ln accordance with standards for performance and 

financial compliance auditing developed by the United States 

General Accounting Office. 

In addition to setting forth a specific definition 
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>£ a performance audit, the Sunset Act also describes what 

natters should be dealt with during the audit process. The 

sunset Law requires us to apply the seven sunset criteria 

enumerated in the Sunset Act to the existence and functioning 

>£ each board that is undergoing sunset review. 

The sunset evaluation criteria that are set forth 

to Pennsylvania's Sunset Act forced us to ask the following 

luestions: 

(1) Would termination of the State Board of Motor 

Vehicle Manufacturers, Dealers and Salesmen significantly harm 

w endanger the public health, safety or welfare? 

(2) Is there overlap or duplication of effort 

»y other agencies that permit the termination of the State 

Soard of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers, Dealers and Salesmen? 

(3) Is there a more economical way of accomplishing 

:he objectives of the Board? 

(4) Is there a demonstrated need, based on service 

:o the public, for the continuing existence of the Board? 

(5) Has the operation of the Board been in the 

mblic interest? 

(6) Has the Board encouraged public participation 

Ln the making of its rules and decisions or, rather, has the 

taard permitted participation solely by the persons it regulatei? 
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(7) Is there an alternate, less restrictive 

aethod of providing the same services to the public as are 

rurrently provided by the Motor Vehicle Board? 

Our staff began pursuit of these questions in 

relation to the Motor Vehicle Board in September 1982. An 

tudit team consisting of one of our salaried staff members 

md three contracted persons was assigned to conduct this 

>articular audit, along with three other sunset performance 

tudits, during the period September through early December 

>f 1982, Our staff members were Involved in a broad variety 

>f activities during the audit* 

The following are some of the areas that our staff 

Investigated: 

(1) We reviewed the basic statute that governs 

:he Motor Vehicle Board and regulations that have been 

promulgated by the Board* In reviewing the basis statute, we 

ittempted to Identify the functions of the Board that Impact 

roon the public health, safety or welfare, We also took note 

>f the intent of the law as identified within it. Some of 

ihe law's purposes are as follows: 

- to prevent fraud, unfairness, inequality, 

liscrimination, impositions and other abuses upon citizens; 
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- to foster and keep alive vigorous and healthy 

competition for the benefit of the public by prohibiting 

unfair practices by which fair and honest competition is 

destroyed or prevented; 

- to prevent false and misleading advertising; 

• to prevent unfair practices by motor vehicle 

dealers, manufacturers and distributing organisations; and 

- to promote the public safety and prevent 

deterioration of motor vehicle dealers *, manufacturers', 

and distributing organizations' facilities for the servicing 

of motor vehicles and keeping the vehicles safe and properly 

functioning on the highways in this Commonwealth. 

<2) Another audit activity of our staff was to 

attend meetings of the Motor Vehicle Board that were held 

during the fall of 1982 and to review minutes of other recent 

Board meetings, tie looked particularly for the degree c-i 

public Input and concern for the public expressed during Board 

meetings. We found a substantial amount of concern for the 

public interest displayed by the Board at its meetings. We 

also found, however, that two long-term vacancies in the 

aembership of the Board were in existence during the time of 

our audit. One of the vacant positions Is a public or 
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sonsuraer member of the Board, These long-term vacancies were, 

>f course, of concern to us and particularly the long-tern 

aubllc member vacancy since it can be presumed that an 

additional consumer representative on the Board increases the 

Level of public input into the Board's decision making. 

(3) Our staff looked carefully at certain 

Financial aspects related to the Motor Vehicle Board. We 

surveyed several other states for the purpose of comparing 

:he license fees charged in Pennsylvania tilth those charged 

Ln other states. We found that Pennsylvania's fees are not 

nit of line with other states and, in fact, tend to be somewhat 

Lesser than the fees that are charged at least in the other 

states that we surveyed* However, we found that total fee 

revenues taken in by the Board during the period 1973-1982 

•?ere substantially in excess of expenditures of the Board 

hiring that same time period. Revenues, in fact, exceeded 

expenditures during this period by about $500,000. If this 

trend were to continue into the future, it surely nay warrant 

bhe attention of the Board and perhaps the legislature since 

such excess license fee revenues may represent an unnecessary 

sost to persons and businesses that are licensed by the Board. 

(4) Our staff also examined, In sorae detail, the 

consumer protection and enforcement activities of the Board* 
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>7e found both positive and negative aspects of the Board's 

functioning in this area. On the positive side, we found the 

Board to be very active in the area of consumer protection in 

relation to the other boards audited during the fall of 1982. 

Kfe found that the Motor Vehicle Board had closed a total of 

123 complaint cases during the period September 1981 through 

October 1982. Based on a detailed examination of 40 of these 

cases, we found that the Board had required an average tine 

of approximately seven months to close these cases. This is a 

substantially shorter period of time than was required for 

several of the other licensing boards that we audited during 

Che fall of 1982. We also found that the Board is apparently 

not reluctant to take disciplinary action against the persons 

and businesses that it regulates* We found, for example, 

that the Board revoked nine licenses and suspended 21 licenses 

during the period November 1979 through October 1981. The 

Board also issued one letter of reprimand during this period, 

Indicating a total of 31 disciplinary actions taken. This 

represents the largest number of disciplinary actions for 

that period among the eight boards that we audited during the 

fall of 1982. As 1 indicated, however, our review of the 

enforcement function also raised sorae concerns, He noted that 

several of the persons that we contacted during the audit and 
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that participated In our questionnaire surveys suggested that 

the Board is not able to deal effectively with persons who are 

engaging in automobile sales without obtaining a license. It 

nay be that changes in law are necessary in order to effectively 

deal with unlicensed activity. The current law provides that 

the carrying on of unlicensed activity is a misdemeanor offense 

ghich can be time consuming and difficult to prosecute. 

toother area of concern involves the relationship between 

activities of the Bureau of Consumer Protection, within the 

Attorney General's Office, and the Motor Vehicle Board. We 

found that the Bureau of Consumer Protection has been 

significantly involved at times in activities aimed at 

Identifying and prosecuting automobile dealers that are engaging 

In odometer rollbacks in order to increase the value of their 

used cars. We were also informed that the Bureau of Consumer 

Protection receives complaints from the public in regard to 

Improper or illegal practices by persons engaged in motor 

vehicle sales. We found that no formal system exists between 

the Bureau of Consumer Protection and the Motor Vehicle Board 

for exchanging information and coordinating efforts in such 

areas of common interest. X might add that this was a general 

concern of ours during all of the audits that we have performed 

related to the Bureau of Professional and Occupational Affairs 
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administered licensing boards. We have received recent 

Information which indicates that the Bureau of Professional 

and Occupational Affairs and the Bureau of Consumer Protection 

nay be giving consideration to correcting this problem, 

(5) Our staff conducted a large number of 

personal interviews during our audit of the Motor Vehicle 

Board. We talked with persons directly involved with the 

Board and its operations as well as with representatives of 

other state agencies that carry on activities related to those 

of the Motor Vehicle Board. Foremost among these other 

agencies is the Department of Transportation. The Department 

of Transportation conducts a registration function of motor 

vehicle dealers which, in some ways, is closely allied to the 

licensing activity of the sane persons that is carried on by 

the Motor Vehicle Board. Unfortunately, we did not have 

sufficient time and resources during our audit to determine 

with certainty whether or not unnecessary duplication of 

activities occurs between the Motor Vehicle Board and the 

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation. X would suggest 

that this is an area to which your Committee might wish to 

give further consideration. Our staff also had conversations 

with representatives of the Pennsylvania State Police. The 

State Police, as we understand it, are involved in visits to 
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ootor vehicle dealers in connection with the work of both the 

Department of Transportation and the State Board of Motor 

Vehicle Manufacturers, Dealers and Salesmen. It is our 

additional understanding that enforcement personnel of the 

Bureau of Professional and Occupational Affairs also carry out 

investigatory activities in relation to motor vehicle dealers, 

\s with the concern in regard to possible duplication in 

licensing and registration activities, we also Here unable 

during the time of our audit to determine with certainty the 

degree of unnecessary duplication, if any, that may exist 

In regard to investigatory and inspection activities by the 

Pennsylvania State Police and the Bureau of Professional and 

Occupational Affairs enforcement personnel. This is, again, 

an area that your Committee may want to give additional 

attention to, 

(6) Another area of staff activity during the 

performance audit was our evaluation of the relationship of 

the functions of the State Board of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers, 

Dealers and Salesmen to the protection of the public health, 

safety or welfare. We concluded that the legally established 

functions of the Board do have a causal relationship with the 

public safety and the public welfare. In our consideration of 

this matter, we recognized the potential danger to the public 
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issociated with the sale of motor vehicles in particular. 

'actors that we took into account include the almost universal 

sctent of automobile ownership among the populace; the lack of 

echnical expertise among the general populace in regard to 

utomobiles; the size of an individual's monetary investment 

n an automobile; and the potential danger to the motoring 

ublic from unsafe practices on the part of persons involved 

n motor vehicle businesses. 

X hope this has given you some idea of the manner 

n which our staff conducted its audit of the State Board of 

[otor Vehicle Manufacturers, Dealers and Salesmen. X have 

ried also to inform you about the concerns that came to our 

ittention during the audit, particularly those that relate 

so the seven sunset criteria that are set forth in Pennsylvania's 

Sunset Act. X am sorry that X have not been able to give you 

tore definitive statements in regard to particularly the 

iverlap issues that X have raised. We simply did not have the 

ime and resources to resolve these matters to the extent that 

re could provide specific recommendations, if , in fact any 

re warranted. 

X thank you very much for your attention. Bill 

Earral and X will try to answer any questions that you may 

Lave about our work. 
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CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: The members that just came 

In, will you introduce yourself? 

REPRESENTATIVE PITTS: Representative Pitts, 

Chester County. 

REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: Tom Murphy. 

REPRESENTATIVE GAMBLE: Ron Gamble. 

REPRESENTATIVE LINTON: Gordon Linton, Philadelphia 

REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: Bill Lloyd. 

REPRESENTATIVE PETRACA: Joe Petraca, Westmoreland 

tounty. 

REPRESENTATIVE WILSON: Ben Wilson. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: Any questions for Mr. Dario? 

Ull. 

IY REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: 

Q Mr. Dario, I recall when we looked at your report 

>efore that there is in the appendix a response to the Board 

rtiich took very violent issue with some things that you 

ipparently said in the draft report. I recognize that those 

:hings have been excised from your final report. They don't 

*ave the official blessing of you or your committee. However, 

jorae of the things which you have addressed this morning as 

ict being able to reach a conclusion on, specifically overlap, 

ipparently those issues were addressed in that draft report. 
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£ would appreciate If you would share with the Committee what 

you did find with regard to overlap even if you are not willing 

to put some kind of a conclusion on it. X would like to know, 

Lt seems to me the one purpose of Sunset is to get rid of 

unnecessary regulation. Here we have three different people, 

who in one way or another regulate the same thing. So how 

about explaining to us what each one does. Give us your 

assessment as far as you are able to go as to whether or not 

It Is necessary to have all of that? 

A Okay, thank you very much. Just a comment on that. 

Cf I may also quickly on the issue of the response to the 

Board. We did, it is part of our process, of course, as you 

tatiow, to submit a draft document, a final draft document to 

the agency that has been audited for the purpose of giving 

them an opportunity to review It and respond to it. Additionally, 

call to our attention problems which they think exist. In 

the case of this particular audit, we did in fact arrive In 

hindsight, I feel, prematurely at a conclusion that the 

registration function of the Board could in fact be carried out 

!>y the Department of Transportation. We did, as a result of 

the — as a result of discussions which X personally got 

Involved in with the Board and as a result of further review 

of our working papers in which X felt we had drawn some 
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unwarranted conclusions, we did, again, remove those conclusioni 

from the report and at this point I definitely feel we did 

the right thing. I do not feel that we had sufficient 

information to arrive at those conclusions. 

Now, they center primarily, around the Department 

of Transportation's work in this area. Part of our problem 

in this particular audit was the fact that the amount of time 

allocated to it in terms of numbers of audit hours was 

sufficient for us to look at the work of the Board* Un

fortunately, it was not sufficient for us to look at the work 

of the State Police and the work of the Department of Trans

portation, and I also might add, which I didn't mention at 

all, the work of the Department of Community Affairs in the 

area of mobile home registration which is another area which 

we didn't even really get involved in. But the point is we 

unfortunately would have had to spend a substantial amount of 

time to analyze the functions and activities of those 

departments and we simply did not have time to. 

How, what we do know is in the case of the 

Department of Transportation, when it comes to a motor vehicle 

dealer, the Department of Transportation and the State Board 

of Motor Vehicles or the Motor Vehicle Board rather are both 

involved in the licensing process. Applications, separate 
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applications havo to be filled out by a dealer for both. The 

Department of Transportation, as X understand it, basically 

does two things in terms of motor vehicle dealers. And they 

obviously can explain this better than I could as perhaps 

could the Board. But it is our understanding they issue 

dealer plates, dealer registration plates on the one hand to 

motor vehicle dealers, Additionally, they authorise motor 

vehicle dealers to issue temporary registration plates. 

Q Can I stop you right there? 

A Yes* 

Q Is there any reason why the Department of 

Transportation would have to do anything other than rely upon 

the fact that this person had gotten a license from the Board, 

Once a person gets a license from the Board he can be authorize 1 

to issue temporary plates and he can get dealer plates. Is 

there any reason why that shouldn't be done? 

A Well, it is our understanding that the inspection 

procedures and requirements are somewhat different. To answer 

pour question directly, X would say that I honestly do not 

know. But in terms of the process, the State Police, for 

example, are involved in an inspection process for the 

Department of Transportation, as well as, we understand it 

to some degree on behalf of the Board. It is our understanding 
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:hat they look for different things. Exactly what those things 

ire, I honestly do not feel — let me Just say this, Represents-

:lve. We do have materials in our work papers. X am not sure 

that we ever satisfactorily understood, because like I said, 

*e do not have time to deal with it fully with the department, 

ahy it is necessary to have different inspections, okay. Why, 

ist as you're saying the process can't be, as you are suggesting, 

me in which the department would simply issue plates on the 

rnsis of the judgments of the Board* I would suggest this. 

Che licensing process for the Board, again, Bill, correct me 

Lf I'm wrong, actually occurs without an inspection having 

:aken place as far as the Board is concerned. They drew 

>ictures of a facility when a dealer requests licensure. A 

loaler has to submit certain pictures of the facility. 

It is our understanding that the licensing process 

:an actually occur prior to an inspection, is that true? 

MR. HARRAIJ Tee. 

MR. DARIO: It is our understanding. The inspection 

>y the State Police will occur sometime later, sometime 

subsequent to that* To, apparently, as far as I know, it 

loes occur in every case. Again, the Board and the State 

talice if they were here, could provide better information, 

mt that is our understanding. 
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Now, whether the Department of Transportation would 

grant to be in a position to issue dealer plates and issue the 

authorization for temporary license plates under those 

sircumstances, again, I would suggest this. I would suggest 

:his to you. It is very serious business, obviously, to send 

nit a bunch of dealer plates. Row, whether the department 

wuld be willing to do that without its own assurances of 

:he requirements of the Vehicle Code being met in that regard, 

I would not want to suggest, 

REPRESENTATIVE LLOYDt We don't really know what 

:hose requirements are. Are we going to have a witness from 

?ennDOT who can answer these questions? 

CHAIRMAN HDTCHIHSON: PennDOT refused to coma. 

REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: Refused to come. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: We do have the State Police 

*ho can answer questions, but we want to get on with this 

so other people can ask questions. 

REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: I appreciate that. But 

this Board has jerked around two of my constituents in the 

Last three weeks. Now I don't want to have them jerked around 

>y PennDOT after they finally get satisfied by the Board and 

:hen get jerked around by the State Police, If this Sunset 

>rocess is going to do anything, it ought to clarify what the 
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rules are* Here we are trying to save money, trying to cut 

Che budget. Well one way to cut it Is to stop having people 

ran around doing the same thing. The fact that the Department 

>£ Transportation refused to show up I think is absolutely 

Irresponsible. 

CHAIRMAH HUTCHINSON: We* 11 get them here if we 

lave to have them. 

MR. DARIO: Hoy X make one further comment in 

:hat regard? I would say this, it appears to us, and we hove 

Looked at the minutes and looked at other activities, it does 

appear to us that the Motor Vehicle Board has made attempts 

and reasonable attempts to get cooperation and coordination 

jf activity from the Department of Transportation. It does 

lot appear to us though they have succeeded in doing that. 

tow, again, perhaps the Board can comment on that further. 

Jut we have seen from the minutes, we have seen attempts to 

;et representatives of the Department of Transportation to 

attend Motor Vehicle Board meetings. Ue have seen what 

appeared to be other attempts on the part of the Board to get 

the department to participate with them. 

Quite frankly, well, again, let me just leave It 

at that. But I want to bring that to your attention. 

CHAI8MAN HUTCHXNSOH: Anybody else have any other 
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lues t ions? 

REPRESENTATIVE LINTON: I just have a comment, 

laving had the opportunity to participate in two previous 

Sunset hearings, it is really disturbing to me that my 

colleagues said that we are dealing with this Board and 

Sealing with a duplication of activity and not having, what 

I consider, adequate information to make a decision on the 

continuation of this Board. I think one of the set of criteria 

las to do pretty much with duplication of activity. 

m , DARIO: Right. 

REPRESENTATIVE LXNTOHi X don't know what we can 

lo in the long run, not with just this evaluation but other 

evaluations, to see that either you have more tine or more 

staff, whatever, to do this process properly. 

The Sunset process i s a serious process and I 
there is 

:hink we need to make sure that/ adequate staff or adequate 

:ime so we can have adequate information to make the right 

lecision. 

MR. DARIO: Well, I appreciate your conment. I 

rould say this , and I don't say this in the sense of a crybaby, 

:hat is not the point. But we did face an unusual circumstance 

:his year. For example, the amount that we had requested in 

»ur budget was literally cut in half for this current fiscal 
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aar which immediately put a crimp in our ability to carry out 

or process. But even with that I sincerely believe, as I 

ook bade on the process, we now have completed 13 audit reports. 

sincerely believe that we had adequate staff and time in the 

ase of 12 of them* 1 honestly would comment that this is one 

bat we did not, and I would say that one of the reasons, 

gain, is because of the substantial amount of duplication that 

cists as I mentioned. The fact that we were faced with not 

aly anlyasing this Board but analysing several other agencies 

s well as this Board* Now again, the other thing was the 

movable time frame. You know, the March 1st date was 

avolute, you know, it was not able to be moved. If we could 

ave moved to six weeks, it would have made a big difference, 

at we couldn't. 

REPRESENTATIVE LINTON: A substantial amount of 

implication that you referred to is just a problem that is In 

rent of you. 

MR. DARIO: That is correct. X agree with you, 

tr. 

EEPBESEHTATIVE LXOTON: Thank you. 

CHAIBMAN HUTCHINSON: Anybody else have any 

uestlons? 

(No response.) 
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BY CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: 

Q X have one. You said you had, what, three 

consumers or two consumers on the Board? 

A Three consumer representatives. 

Q I have always had a problem with putting consumers 

on Boards. Do they get oriented with the Board that they are 

on and become part of it instead of looking after me or 

somebody else? 

A Hell, the bureau has* first of all, they take 

efforts to create a different perspective in the consumer 

member than in the professional members. There are two 

primary ways they do this. One is they have, which are 

required by law, they have seminars which are specifically for 

the public members, the consumer members, at which they talk 

about public issues in order to orient then toward looking 

after the general public. 

Secondly, they have a manual which they provide 

to public members which is really a good document, truthfully, 

a meaningful document, well, whatever* 

Q You mean they don't brainwash them? 

A Well, the bureau, I'm not going to say that. The 

bureau itself attempts to have the consumer members or appears 

to us, truthfully, to have the consumer members unbrainwashed. 
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taly brainwashed for the public point of view. 

Q The Department of Transportation? 

A Pardon me. 

Q When you say bureau what do you mean? 

A The Bureau of Professional and Occupational Affairs 

.n the Department of State. They do seem to make reasonable 

if forts to attempt to keep the consumer members with a consumer 

>oint of view. How I would definitely say this to you in all 

sandor and X do not necessarily relate it to this Board, but 

n all the boards we have looked at there have definitely been 

circumstances where we would feel that the consumer members 

>erhaps did see eye to eye with the same perspective as the 

•rofessional members as opposed to the consumer point of view. 

tot what are you goin«s to dot Again, it is one of those things 

/here they live with them all the time. Consumer members do 

tot have to go to seminars. They obviously do not have to 

read the manual. But the tools are there for them in order 

:o try to — one of the problems is the lack of consumer 

lembers» a great number of vacancies. 

CHAIRMAN HtJTCHKISOH: Any other questions? Mr. 

«loyd, do you want to pursue the one about the State Police? 

&P. Monko, would you answer --

REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: Well, he's going to be a 
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witness later on, 

CBAXBHAH TOTCOTSOB: K!o, he la here to Just 

answer questions, 

REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: Maybe he can explain what 

the State Police looks for, how they fit in this whole picture. 

MR. MONRO: The State Police garage supervisors 

conduct an inspection of the dealer sites. We prepare a 

report and send it into the motor vehicle section* In there 

ae check for the office area, file cabinets, telephones, 

Seeks, make sure the lot if properly marked, a sign, business 

iarae and he can accommodate a number of vehicles himself. Also 

xe maintains proper records of the vehicles sold. And also, 

m do check for his lot license and his notor vehicle salesman'n 

License. ftow this report is sent into the Bureau of Motor 

Vehicles and then it is forwarded up to the Professional 

Licensing section. They have the final decision as far as 

tf the dealer is issued the registration plates. 

3Y BEPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: 

Q So when you say Bureau of Motor Vehicles you mean 

she Board? 

A No, we work in conjunction with the Bureau of 

lotor Vehicles and the Professional Licensing Board, two 

agencies. The application goes in and is reviewed by both 
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igencies and a report is sent up to the State Police. 

Q Both agencies, you mean both Transportation and 

die Department of State? 

A Yes. 

Q In other words, you do the investigation for both 

>f those people so they don't have to have their own investi

gator? 

A Hell, they do have investigators. Like if a 

;omplaint would come In on a title, or something about sending 

i title or sales tax, they also can send an investigator out, 

>ut we do that type of investigation. 

Q But on new licenses you do the investigation? 

A Yes. 

Q And you do that investigation not after the 

License is issued but before the license is issued? 

A Well, in the case of a new car dealer sometimes 

:he dealer registration plates are issued to the new car 

Sealer which would be an A tag dealer and then the State Police 

d.11 eventually conduct an investigation on the new car 

Sealer* The used car dealer we do the investigation first 

>efore the plates are issued. 

Q tJhy do we issue plates before we do the investiga

tion? 
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A That would be up to the Professional Licensing 

3oard to answer that. 

Q Z have problems with constituents, two different 

seople in the last three weeks say they have gotten written 

naterial from the Board that says they are to do one thing. 

Phe State Police come out and look and they tell them they are 

to do something else. Then they send the pictures in and 

31ara Finchum calls them up and says now you got to do the 

third thing. They missed this Board meeting end now they are 

Ln the next one. 

Uhen you go out there do you have a checklist of 

things that somebody has given you from the Board or PermDOT 

tells you what you are supposed to be looking at? 

A Well, there is a checklist, but it was never 

published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin as far as to make it 

official. And the State Police, we have a report of the 

Investigation that we do check out certain areas. The 

Professional Licensing Board is in the process of publishing 

these regulations ln the Pennsylvania Bulletin as I understand 

Lt. 

Q Okay, but you don't check out anything for yourself. 

I mean, everything you are cheeking out is to help some other 

agency, either PennDOT or the Board to fulfill its responsi-
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>ilitias. If I wanted to go into the used car dealer 

justness, there Is nothing that you would check for the State 

Police only? 

A Ho, not for the State Police. 

Q So you are kind of the innocent party in this. 

ifou are doing what you are told? 

A tie are conducting the investigation. 

REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD; Right. Thank you. 

3Y REPRESENTATIVE LINTON: 

Q One other question. Is there anything that you 

io in terms of inspection that is different from what is done 

iy the inspectors that cooes from the Bureau of Professional 

and Occupational Affairs? 

A Well, my involvement, I conducted the state 

Inspection work. The investigators usually handle the 

complaints of people not getting titles or maybe not paying 

the sales tax. We usually conduct the investigations on the 

applications * 

Q Okay, let me ask you another way. Are there 

things that they do that you also do? 

A Yes. 

Q Could you tell me what those are? 

A Well, the investigations of private complaints. 
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•That might happen is an Individual might complain to the State 

tollce and also complain to the Bureau of Dealers and we are 

lot aware that they do have investigation also. We both go 

>ut and start the investigation. Then eventually we do get 

together and solve the problem. 

3Y CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: 

Q And you also nay from PetmDOT, too? 

Q You could be working on two complaints and they 

sould be working on one? 

A But in the end, when you contact the dealership, 

they will tell you that somebody was out from the Department 

>f State checking on them. And then we do usually contact 

bhem and get together on the investigation, 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: Are there any more questions 

for Dick? 

(No response*) 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: Thank you very much. 

MR. DARIO: Thank you very much. Thank you all 

very much. 

REPRESENTATIVE GEIST: I would like to say I 

totally agree with Bill Lloyd. I have had the same problem 

arith constituents and I think we got to mark that on the record 
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:hat Bill Lloyd and I finally agree. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHinSON: X had the same argument 

:©day. 

Eugene Lipsi, Chairman State Board of Motor Vehicle 

Manufacturers, Dealers and Salesmen. 

MR. LIPSI: After all the questions, X think I 

>etter put my whole file out on the table because I better 

prepared. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: Mr. Miller is also here 

:o answer any questions. Have any new members come in? George 

live the lady your name please. 

REPRESENTATIVE MISCEVICH: George Miscevich. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHISSONJ Okay, sir, you can start 

Whenever you are ready. Bo you have a prepared statement? 

MR. LIPSI: No. 

CHAISMAB HUTCHIHSOH: Mr. Bowser. 

REPRESENTATIVE BOWSER: Harry Bowser. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: Okay, sir, you can begin. 

MR. LIPSIt Mr. Chairman, members of the Standing 

Committee appointed by the Leadership Committee, ladies and 

gentlemen. I am hereby honored and privileged to be called 

xpon to address this prestigous committee on an issue Important 

Ln our state. The issue whereby the Standing Committee shall 
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iave a determination as to whether the State Motor Vehicle 

lanufacturers, Dealers and Salesmen shall be continued, altered 

>r terminated. I thank you for the opportunity to meet and 

•resent the facts, to help you arrive at a decision, hopefully 

In the affirmative to continue the existence of this so well 

leeded Board. My Board and ray staff have vested into me their 

xust. I will convey my message needed to continue and serve 

ty constituents in the State of Pennsylvania* 

If X do not succeed, X will have contributed a 

terious injustice to you and everyone concerned and also to 

:he members of the Standing Committee who are representing 

:heir constituents in their best interest. X notice most of 

rou are incumbents. You would not be here were you not serving 

rour people properly, and X am sure you will render justice 

lere today. 

First, X would like to read to you the legislative 

findings and purposes. Hhy we are where we are at, "The 

General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania finds 

md declares that the distribution and sale of new and used 

lotor vehicles in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania vitally 

iffects the general economy of the Commonwealth and the public 

Interest and public welfare that in order to promote the public 

Interest and public welfare and in the exercise of its police 
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wwors, it Is necessary to license salesmen of new and used 

aotor vehicles, motor vehicle manufacturers, distributors, 

wholesalers, dealers, salesmen and their representatives doing 

madness in Pennsylvania." 

Why, in order to prevent frauds, unfairness, 

Inequality, discrimination, impositions and other abuses upon 

Lts citizens and to avoid undue control of the independent 

rotor vehicle dealer by motor vehicle manufacturing and 

listrlbuting organisations, and to foster and keep alive 

vigorous and healthy competition for the benefit of the public 

yy keeping alive vigorous and healthy competition. 

And also prohibiting unfair practices by which 

Pair and honest competition is destroyed or prevented to 

>rotect the public against the creation or perpetration of 

aonopolles, practices detrimental to the public, false and 

oisleading advertising, to prevent unfair practices by motor 

irehlcle dealers, manufacturers, distributing organizations, 

promote the public safety, prevent deterioration of motor 

vehicle dealers, manufacturers, distributing organisations and 

facilities for the servicing of motor vehicles and keeping 

same safe and properly functioning on the highways in the 

Commonwealth, Prevent bankrupting of motor vehicle dealers 

*rho might otherwise be caused to fail because of unfair 
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practices and competition thereby resulting in unemployment, 

loss of taxes and revenues to this Commonwealth and inevitable 

undesirable consequences including an economic depression. 

Gentlexaen, we do not sit in the Transportation and 

Safety Building only and solely to license dealers. That is 

not our primary function. That is one of the tsany functions. 

If you sunset this Board, you are saying or are you saying, 

do I understand you to say that we are not interested in the 

public interest, tire are not interested in the public welfare, 

s*e don*t care if you go out and fraud people, go ahead. We 

don't care about the unfairness that a salesman or a dealer 

frill impose upon one of your constituents and our consumers. 

Je are not concerned about the inequality nor are we concerned 

sf our citizens or the control of the motor vehicle dealer. 

3o ahead, Mr. Dealer, do what you want to do. Co out there. 

fou have a free run. You want to wind back odometers, you 

snt to cheat people, go ahead out there, do whatever you want 

:o do. License anyone that you want to license. 

Take when Seymore Heyison was part of PennDOT, 

Seymore's thoughts were license anyone. License anyone that 

applies for a license then handle then later. Gentlemen, that 

Ls why we have the problems we have here today. That is why 

je have the odometer rollbacks, that is why we have the 
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iiacrepancles In the organisation. That is why we have so 

nany people that are being cheated, One ease, if X may, in 

larrisburg where a young lady went in to purchase a corvette. 

Sever received the title to the corvette. The dealer was 

unconcerned about it. He took her money, not to mention that 

hdLs father was a doctor, and when we first licensed him, he 

set the criteria. His father went on the hook for him. He 

$ould be totally responsible for his actions. The Board 

forced the father to comply with what he said he would do. 

rhe Board was instrumental in getting the title for this young 

Lady. 

Not to say in Philadelphia where so many people 

purchased vehicles, paid sales tax, never received the titles. 

Chey appealed to the Board. The Board saw to it that they 

sere satisfied. The Board had another dealer in Philadelphia 

that was keeping deposits. He would sell to a certain type 

person. He would sell to the person that, as we would say, 

ma not real sharp, was not real versed in what they were 

buying. They were more or less catering to the people that 

earned their money very, very hard. They didn't have too much 

ooney. They didn't have too much knowledge and they were 

spot delivering the vehicles* They were spot delivering the 

vehicles. They would take the deposit, they would spot the 
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:ar only to find that In two or three days the banking 

Institution did not accept the credit, did not buy the 

contract* They would repossess the vehicles from the people, 

fust take it right out of their driveway. Keep their deposits. 

IThey already had their trade, sold their trade. This was 

rery probable, gentlemen. This is part of our function, not 

snly licensing dealers* 

Are you saying that it is all right to go out 

and falsely advertise? I don't know. If you sunset us, 

obviously, you will be saying that. Are you saying that it 

Is all right for a manufacturer to cancel a dealer as I have 

*ith me here today in the case of Ford Motor Company when they 

cancelled a very, very solvent dealer, attempted to cancel 

% very solvent dealer in the Eastern area and X don't know 

ahich one of you are from that area. If you are, you 

recognize the name, Continental Motors., Doug Cooper Ford, 

ford attempted to cancel their franchise. The Board heard 

the case over many months, many hours. Many hours we spent 

beyond our normal day. The normal day of the Board or the 

Commissioner or his deputy is not 4:30, We have been in the 

office until 6:30 and 7:00* The Board ruled in favor of the 

iealer in the Doug Cooper case. And, as I was questioned 

previously, how did you accomplish this? It wasn't easy. It 
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fas very difficult. 

Our adjudication was that we would suspend Ford 

fotor Company one day for every day that they would not 

recognise Doug Cooper as a dealer. They adhered to the 

adjudication. Today he is a very profitable dealer. 

Are you also saying that you don't care what 

lappens to the establishments of the dealers? Are you saying 

that if Joe Doltes has a rundown dealership and he cannot 

jorvice the vehicles properly — 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHISSON: Sir, I want to stop you a 

ainute. These people on this panel are not trying to 60 

anything. The Legislature that we have Sunset, We are not 

rrying to take anything, We want you to be positive. Don't 

>lame it on us. Go on. Forget the part you are always saying, 

are we going to do this. No, I don't want fraud. X want 

rou to do your job. I want to hear what you are doing, not 

>landLng it on us right now. The whole thing for the last 

15 minutes you have been blaming it on this panel. 

MR. LXPSIt Okay, thank you, Mr. Chairman. 1 

stand to be corrected and X do apologize to the Chairman and 

So the members of the Standing Committee. But it is ray under

standing that in December of 1983, unless this is revitalised, 

that we will be sunsetted. 
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CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: That was the Sunset Legisla

tor!, not this panel. H Q were picked to listen to you why 

ou should stay here. Don't keep on saying do we want to 

lo this? WG don't want to do a damn thing but listen to you. 

MR. LZFSX: Thank you. I really appreciate that, 

Er. Chairman, Okay, so then I will go on. You want to know 

rhat the duties of the Board are. And t&« Chairman, X an only 

tating this because it seems like the licensing of the 

iealer was a primary issue. 

CHAXBMAN HUTCHINSON: Whether you are doing your 

ob and whether the people can afford to have you. That is 

he main issue. TThether you are just over there sitting. 

hat is what the whole sunset is about. 

MR. LIPSIt Well, Mr. Chairman, we — 

CIIAI5MAH HUTCHU5S0H: Okay, let's go on. I have 

aid oy say. 

MR. LIPSI: Thank you. X will go on with this. 

<feay, the duties of the Board, if X stay, are to be sure that 

i dealer does not misrepresent any material acts. The Board 

o well prepared. X do have documentation. Also, that a 

Iealer knowingly nake any false promises to a character likely 
motor 

o persuade or induce the sale of a_/vehicle. The Board is 

repared and has been attacking that. The Board protects the 
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jonaumer against forgery, embezzlement, extortion, conspiracy, 

craud, bribery and other crimes* The Board has protected, 

as I mentioned earlier, people against the sales tax that 

:he dealers had been keeping* The Board has taken on the duty 

>f the Department of Revenue whereby the Board has collected 

>ad checks that were given to the Department of Revenue. The 

Joard saw to it that these checks were paid for and that the 

iealer was reinstated into good standing. I have --

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: Sir, since we're on a rough 

schedule, there are some members that have to go to session 

and some to a meeting. Can they ask you a couple of questions? 

MR. LIPSI: And then you want me to continue on. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: Mr. Lloyd. 

MR. LIPSI: It is perfectly all right, Mr. Chairman. 

C am here and —• 

CIIAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: He will be back by 11:30. 

MR. LIPSI: X would be happy to answer it now. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: 60 ahead. 

JY REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: 

Q Well, to pursue some of the issues, and I want to 

associate myself with some of the Chairman's remarks, I believe 

re ought to be preventing fraud and I don't know whether you 

are doing a good job of that or not. We will get into that 
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Later. 

X am concernedi however, with some of your regula

tions and requirements with regard to licensing dealers. 

Specifically, why does there have to be an office strictly 

for vehicle sales? Let me give you the specific case I am 

referring to. I have a fellow who makes a lot of money in 

the hardware business. He is going to sell mobile homes. Ke 

lad to tear a side of his building out, put in a plywood kind 

af entry-way so he could have a separate office for the place 

to sell mobile homes. What is the point of that? 

A You did state that he is making an awful lot of 

noney in the hardware business. 

Q He is a profitable established businessman. 

A Profitable hardware dealer. I own a dealership 

that is worth three million dollars conservatively. The Board 

and the Legislature has got to protect people that have these 

gross investments. X am not saying if he doesn't qualify, 

Lf he doesn't meet with the criteria that he should not be 

licensed. That is not what I am saying. 

Q That is not my question, My question io why does 

lie have to tear a side of his building out and build a separate 

office? What is wrong with using the office in the store 

;7hich is in a pretty good building as it is, the whole operation. 
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Thy does he have to have a separate office Just to sell the 

nobile homes? 

A Well, how does he know whether the person cane 

Into buy something in the hardware store or whether he came 

Into buy a mobile home? 

Q I assume if a consumer comes in he is going to 

tell him what he is there to buy. 

A Well, we feel that by having such regulations that 

m will secure the man that really wants to become a dealer, 

jfe want people, as dealers that want to be dealers and have 

the capital to become dealers, because we have found that the 

dealer that doesn't meet the criteria --

Q This gentleman obviously wants to become a dealer 

because under your regulations he was required to go out and 

take a consignment of mobile hemes that he now has sitting 

Dut on his back lot that he can't sell because you won't give 

iiim a license. So he has shown he has got a commitment to 

selling the motor vehicles* 

I want to go baek to the question why does having 

a separate office have anything to do with his commitment to 

sell motor vehicles? 

A For the public health and safety. 

0 Let me try a different question. 
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CHAIRMAN HUTCHIHSOKs To cut down competition. 

MR. LIPSIJ WO, 

JY REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: 

Q Let me try a different question* He had a sign 

rat front and It Is one of those signs that has letters that 

rou can put on and you can take off. He was told that that 

ilnd of sign Is not acceptable. He wasn't told that on the 

:irst trip or the second trip or the third trip. About the 

fourth tine he communicated with the Board. He was told you 

san't have that kind of sign. It has to be a permanent sign, 

>ermanent letters, because you could pull those letters off. 

Tell, okay, that sounds good. But why isn't it the guy that's 

going to commit fraud, can't he letter a permanent sign and 

rat it up and when he wants to coxnait fraud he takes the sign 

Iowa. How are we protecting anything by telling this fellow 

:hat he can't use that sign with letters that go on and off? 

A We have arrived at these regulations from past 

itatistics. We have found that the people who have gone into 

raslness with temporary signs, mixing their used car business 

d.th another business have not proved to be successful and 

jood dealers. Therefore* it is our duty to protect the 

sonsumers in the state and we feel that in the best interest 

:hat they should have separate offices if they are going to be 
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in the used car business. They either should be in or out 

of it, 

Q That has nothing to do with the sign, a separate 

office. That was the first question that you didn't answer. 

Ity question is what is wrong with this man's sign? 

A What is wrong with the temporary sign? The same 

thing that would be wrong with a man that used a mobile home 

for an office and the wheels are on it. He is going to be 

there today. He may sell ten of our constituents in one day 

and be gone. 

Q I could agree with that if he were a new fellow 

who just came in, was doing this out in a vacant lot someplace, 

but he is not. He has got an expensive building there. He 

wants to expand and get a building on the other end of the 

county. He is an established businessman in the community. 

The probability that he is going to run away is not very high. 

A We are there to protect the consumer. I am a 

Chevrolet dealer. Before I became a Chevrolet dealer I had to 

meet certain criteria. One was to service the public and have 

an established place of business that the Vehicle Code states. 

EJe are going by the Vehicle Code. 

Q In addition, this gentleman has a business phone. 

Be has an extension on that business phone in his hone so that 
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after hours If somebody wants to call him up In his place of 

business and he Is not there, he can answer the phone* lie 

xras told you cannot do that. Can't have that extension in 

irour home, Why not? 

A What would be the purpose of answering the business 

shone in his home after hours? 

Q Because he would like to get more business. 

Somebody calls up and says, when are you open or do you have 

this, do you have that or when can X arrange to come in and 

see a trailer. X am going to be off Friday night. X am going 

to be off tomorrow. Are you open tomorrow? t-Jhen are you 

going to be in. 

A That la one of the criteria. They must be open 

during regular business hours* 

Q No, but the consumer doesn't know that. The 

consumer Is calling up — this is nonsense. My father has 

been in business my whole life and X know how many phone calls 

--he doesn't sell cars. X know how many phone calls he has 

gotten in the evenings and over the weekends when people need 

a part and they want to find out when you are going to be 

there, whether you have something or you don't. For you to 

sit there and say why would anybody want to call this guy in 

the evening, that Is kind of strange. 
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A Senator, we do have dealers that want to be open 

24 hours and seven days a week. We do have dealers that are 

respectable dealers that are open during regular business hours. 

ffe are just trying to keep a clean organization. 

Q Why can't he have a phone which is in his business 

and which rings in his place of business also ring in his 

lone? 

A What if he is not in his place of business and 

lis wife answers the telephone? She knows nothing about the 

msiness. She is not licensed by this Board. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: That is the same as my wife 

answering the phone when I an not there* She is answering 

:o my constituents. She doesn't know what goes on either. 

She can communicate and take a message. 

MR.. LIPSI: Certainly. You are a public servant, 

•fr. Chairman, and that is very, very nice of your wife, which 

lappens with all Representatives and Senators. X know that 

shay take messages. But in the automobile business it is 

totally different. 

5Y REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: 

Q A final question, different constituent. A fellow 

ma in the used car business 15 years. Moved from one location 

Ln the Borough of Berlin to another location in the Borough of 
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forlin* Notified the Board so he could get the address 

changed. What they told him was that you have got to put up 

i fence. And what he is doing, the outside of his building 

ised to be a gas station. It is no longer a gas station. He 

Ls renting it. It has two bays to fix cars which regulations 

say you have to have. He is being told that he has got to put 

ap a permanent fence to somehow fence off those used cars 

Erom the rest of that operation all of which is tied together 

md all of which is required by your regulations. 

I did a little survey. He happened to call me 

lust by chance last week. X did a little survey over the 

weekend of used car lots in my district. X didn't see any 

:hat had a permanent fence around it. As a matter of fact, 

[ didn't see any that had a temporary fence around it. This 

niy is being told, he is up for review next week, he is being 

:old you can't get your license. You cannot continue to sell 

ised cars until you put up a permanent fence, fthat is the 

sense of that? 

A Senator, X have that file and X am going to review 

Lt. X am not saying that we are 100 percent in the regulations 

and that some you can't deviate from or some should not be 

:here. That ls not what X am saying, but X will say when our 

louse Bill 829, with the assistance of everyone here is passed, 
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lost of those questions axe answered In that bill. 

Q X am not familiar with House Bill 829. Bnfortunate-

.7, I have to leave. 

A Senator, X will look at, axe you talking about 

•hilips? 

Q No, X am not. The two people, the one that you 

iave before you for your nest meeting ia Landis Auto Sales in 

terlin, Pennsylvania and the one before was Hardesty's. X 

:hink they are trading under the name of Guy Shasta Dealer 

a West Salisbury. 

A Senator, X do have that file and after X testify 

: will be happy to go over it with you rather than take the 

;ine of the Committee. 

REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: Fine. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN HOTCHXHSOK: I'm sorry we got you off — 

MR. LXPSX: Perfectly all right, perfectly all 

right. 

We do have guidelines, Senator, obviously. 

REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: X have read some pamphlets. 

: think there is a lot of confusion in that pamphlet and 

:here seems to be confusion, whether it is because the 

lamphlet isn't well written or whether answers aren't given 

dearly when people call the Board. This Mr. Landis made a 
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:rip down to Harrisburg and they told him things. He goes 

wane, lie sends papers in and then they say, you got to do this, 

:his and this. That shouldn't be necessary. 

MR. LXPSI: Mr. Chairman, if I may address that 

>efore X go on. Since X have become Chairman, X have 

Instituted a different system. X have instituted a system 

thereby rather than sending letters back and forth Mr. Jones 

:oday needs this and Mr. Jones tomorrow we need that. X set 

tp informal hearings that are conducted by persons who are 

wstly close to it. For instance, if it is the automobile 

msiness, X have the salesman on the Board who is very, very 

Learned. We let him conduct the informal hearing. And if it 

Ls in the case of mobile home dealer, X let the mobile home 

lealer conduct the informal meeting. Because if it goes to 

i formal hearing, and we are resolving. In fact, in the past 

: have made many, many visits. Xt is not the intent of the 

loard not to license people. He do want to license people. 

le do need the revenue* t?e do need the competition and we 

io need the right kind of people in business. 

EEPRESEWTATIVE LLOYD: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: Jim. 

JY IIR. MARTINI: 

Q On your informal hearing proceedings, what sense 
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Ls there to drag someone in, say, from Erie for example for 

m error or change of address on their application? To bring 

:hem all the way across the state, have then cotae In, tell 

:hem this is incorrect because the address is incorrect, 

tend them bade heme, a week later tsail them a new application 

:o fill out which they then transmit back to the Board? 

A I am not certain that you're talking about a 

>articular case. We don't bring them directly across the 

state. 

Q X am talking about a particular case, 

CHAIRMAN HUTGKIiJSON: X could add five more. 

\Y MR. MABTXHIJ 

Q When it's something that could be handled by 

:elephone or via letter, X can't see bringing someone in all 

icross the state? 

A Okay, Jim, X am addressing that, When we attend 

:hc Board meetings, we have meetings two days out of the month. 

I am on the telephone or one of the other members are on the 

:elephone, we are attempting to resolve as many as possible 

m the telephone. The ones that are a little touchy we bring 

:hem into informal meetings only to license them, We want to 

License them. 

Q The problem with the application was instead of 
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ratting R.D. 2, he put down E.D. 1. 

A Okay, we have a lot of misunderstandings. Some 

3f the dealers cannot comaunicate properly. So when they are 

brought into an informal meeting and we show it to them in 

black said white, we communicate with them. And it is the 

Intent of the Board when we bring them into an informal 

aeeting to license that individual. That is the intent. We 

ion't bring them in because we want to harass them as has been 

brought out here. We do want to license them. 

Q I was just curious because the particular gentleman 

?as brought in. It was told that the address was incorrect, 

le would have to refile the paper* An application was not 

liven to him. He then had one mailed to him by the Board 

iThich seemed to defeat the purpose of what you're talking 

about. And when he sent that back, it was denied because even 

though his original application had a statement from the bank 

as to his credibility on it, he didn't on his new application 

fill that in which was his fault per se. So didn't fill it in, 

>ut he already had the bank statement on the original 

application. 

A In answering your question I am going to answer 

sne of the criteria. The Board meets two days a month and I 

sonduct state business probably 24, 25 days out of the month. 
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'eople call use and I call across the at ate. Answering another 

me of the criteria as far as the economic part of it, I don't 

shargc ay telephone calls out and my telephone bill runs like 

aaybc $1,500 a month, not all state calls but that is part 

>£ toy business. But I attempt to resolve them all. Many 

>eople get to the Commissioner and X work very, very closely 

?ith the Commissioner. X crust say and X can state that there 

ias not been one that we have not resolved when X looked into 

It, And it is my intent and as Chairman of the Board to 

linimise the difficulties in licensing dealers, !<Je want the 

right people and we want to minimize the requirements that 

seen very difficult and strenuous to them. 

CHAIRMAN HTJTCHIHSON: Carry on, 

1IR. LXPSXt X just want to go on with, here is a 

ropy of part of what the State Board, State Licensing Board's 

iontrol of variety of jobs. TJhen X indicated to you that 

:he State Board of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers, Dealers and 

Salesmen is vitally important, that is one of the reasons. We 

lave, when X talk about the manufacturers and X gave you the 

>oug Cooper case, here is a case of Fiat. Inhere Fiat Motors 

Ls attempting to cancel like maybe 15 or 16 dealers. The 

Joard intervenes in this and, of course, they seem to be holding 

:o the criteria of 60 days' notice, but the Board xd.ll resolve 
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this. This is another duty of the Board« To see that 

manufacturers don't unduly cancel dealers out. 

Here is another case I have hez€tt Downingtown 

Imports, where the Board ruled in favor of the manufacturer, 

because the Board felt that the consumers t?ould be hurt and 

trare being injured. Ruled in favor of the manufacturer. I 

read that one to you, 

Here is a case where a salesman was cheating. He 

was rolling back odometers* If I just may point out, an 

odometer rollback constitutes from 15 to $2,500 that the 

consumer is being cheated out of. If we are not there to 

protect our consumers to see that these people are put out of 

business, our consumers will be injured. 

I have another case here where 43 Toyota dealers 

were inflating priceo. tfe corrected that situation. I have 

another case here where the used car dealer industry Is put 

under study by the PTC. They find that this is important 

enough, this is another Important duty of ours to see that 

the used car dealer is controlled. We have a used car act 

from Magnus and Moss. Part of our duty is to see that this 

Ls upheld. 

I have touched on the odometer rollback, and here 

Is an article, I believe, in the Pittsburgh Presc that says, 
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'Legislators might as well be condoning rollbacks if they fail 

:o act or stop them." We represent you, gentlemen. If this 

Ls not done, if we do not handle this, see xiki&t they are saying, 

:he legislators are not doing their job. We are. We know 

:hat you are very, very busy people. We do know that you have 

may schedules as government has it. He are there to see 

:hat your constituents are handled properly. We do have copies 

>f the odometer laws that we pass out to our people. Here is 

i copy of a clipping in the Harrisburg press, "State Board 

clamping down on an unscrupulous car salesman." We have been 

slamping down on them. We want the bad people out of the 

msiness, We are putting them out of the business* Statistics 

7111 show that in a little while. Group plans to probe 

>dometer tampering* We read the papers. We have members 

:hroughout the state that send us clippings. When we get this, 

?e turn them over to our prosecutors. They investigate them 

and we handle that judiciously* Wo have referrals from 

ionsumer protection answering some of the criteria. Some of 

:he consumer protection mediate cases* They try to settle 

:hem, find them. But they don't put the dealer out of business, 

fe do. If that dealer is not all right, we put him out of 

msiness. 

We pass resolutions, as we have the power to, to 
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further protect the consumer. I have sales tax cases here* 

I will read one. "Dear Mr. Geist, State Board of Motor Vehicle 

Manufacturers, Dealers and Salesmen have scheduled an informal 

meeting to discuss certain title violations -which you have 

incurred. This is an informal meeting where no action against 

your license will be taken,t: 

We have cited him to an informal meeting where 

we can resolve this. Putting the man in jail is not helping 

the consumer. Putting him out of business is not helping the 

person. We want the title. We want the title from this man. 

We will get it. We have been. 

Here is another case here where an automobile 

dealer, an associate, faces tax conspiracy charges, clipping. 

Clipping to the tune of 100 percent. We will handle that. 

This man, I mean, he is cheating the State of Pennsylvania* 

He is cheating me, he is cheating you, he is cheating all of 

us. If we don't handle this properly, instead of six percent 

we will have seven percent. Again, we have helped the sales 

tax even after state auctions. The state is the biggest 

violator of the state sales tax. You can go to the state 

auction to buy cars and don't even pay sales tax on them. 

They are condoning the unlicensed — 

CHA1BMAN HDTCHIHSON: One of the things a lot of 
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people don't knot? is a dealer is not licensed to collect sales 

tax. 

MR. LIPSI: X understand that, Mr, Chairman. It 

Ls not his responsibility — 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: Right, 

MR. LIPSI: --to collect sales tax. In the case 

of a mobile home dealer, he is responsible and he is compen

sated for it. In the past, we were, as a dealer, when I say 

are I mean the dealers, were obligated to collect the tax and 

;;ere compensated. However, many dealers kept the money and 

»e have more fraud and core clipping and more sales tax money 

going into dealers' pockets. Therefore they came out with a 

law that says that the purchaser must write the check direct 

to the Revenue or if he writes it to the dealer, the dealer 
it 

oust endorse_/over to sales tax. However, if the purchaser's 

check is not good, the dealer is responsible for it. Even 

though he is not responsible --

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: That is on the mobile homes, 

not automobiles. The only thing on automobiles, any dealer 

has to collect taxes. And if the person wants to be straight, 

tie will take that tax and make out his own check and pay you 

because you are not responsible as a dealer. 

MR. LIPSI: Absolutely. What if Jim comes in and 
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>ays his soled tax with his check and his check is no good? 

)oes that mean I can stop payment on raine to the state? Ho, 

10, sir, no way* There is corrections to be made there. 

Here is another situation, car dealer to be tried 

Ln tax case* Again Z say we have collected taxes for the 

state. We have disciplined the people. We have put the bad 

>eople out. We still intend to do that and we will. Here is 

i situation here, you talk about PenriDOT, another one of your 

criteria. Steven A. Tibbens, Supervisor sends it to us. Hall 

.as been returned to this department by United Parcel Service 

is undellverable at registered location as listed. Please 

forward to this section notice of any action taken by the 

fotor Vehicle Board. 

Very simple, very easy. PeimDOT says we send this 

nan literature and he is not there. Handle it for us. How 

sen they handle our affairs, they don't handle their own. 

Furthermore, while X am on that, when the Salesmens' 

\ct was changed in 1973 that was because PennDOT was not 

landling it properly, moved down to us. And again while I 

im on that, touch on what the trooper had talked about, what 

:he Senator mentioned, why we license or why PennDOT licensed 

lew car dealers without an Investigation and made a subsequent 

Investigation and why a used car dealer's license is Invest iga-
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ted before he is licensed. The reason for that is in order 

to become a net? car dealer, you meet a lot core stringent 

criteria than you do to become a dealer in the State of 

Pennsylvania, The Board feels, as others, that if you meet 

the criteria of the manufacturer, you certainly must be 

icmorable and reputable and roust have a facility requirement 

that would meet with our requirements. 

I have another one here, part of our duties. This 

Is a memo that was sent out to the Board for the Board to 

consider. I will just read part of it. 

It is the policy of the Legislature of the 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to encourage and contribute to 

the rehabilitation of criminal offenders and to assist them 

ta becoming responsible citizens. The public interest is best 

served when such offenders are given the opportunity to secure 

employment or to engage in meaningful trade, occupational 

profession and that policies to ensure this and shall be 

provided under the laws of this Commonwealth. Except as 

provided by this act, a board, c o m m i s s i o n or 

department, when determining eligibility for licensing, 

certification, registration or permission to engage in a trade, 

professional occupation may consider convictions of the 

applicants of crimes but the convictions shall not preclude the 
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issuance of a license, certificate of registration or a 

permit* 

We have got to evaluate those people, He have 

evaluated a banker who printed twenty dollar hills. Ironically, 

he only printed the amount that he needed• He wasn't a real 

thief. He was just a snail thief. We felt that in the best 

interest of the Commonwealth that he was rehabilitated by 

hie fines. He gave us restitution and all. We gave him the 

opportunity to sell. X crust say that all of the people that 

have criminal offenses that came before the Board for licensing 

and the Board licensed them, I can vehemently say that not 

one has returned to the Board for committing a like offense 

or other. 

Mother duty of the Board, here is a letter that 

I will read that was sent to Mr. Sam Firestein (phonetic) 

when he was chairman of the Board from Jim Morris. It says 

Mr. Ortlock (phonetic), PRVCA, Pennsylvania Recreational 

Vehicle Camping Association co-chairman and I had a business 

meeting last night and he asked me to forward a page from 

the newly proposed Vehicle Code, As you will note, passage 

of the new Vehicle Code legislation will certainly enhance 

the status and importance of your Board, essentially eliminating 

the PennBOT dealership license. The Pennsylvania Recreational 
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/chicle and Camping Association has some differences within 

the proposed Vehicle Code, but essentially we feel the new 

Bode was essentially needed," 

This was sent from one of our chairman who attends 

nost of our meetings. Gives us a great deal of input as well 

as PIADA as well as ?M„ 

X would like to read a letter sent to the 

Sovernor. "Dear Governor, sometime ago I purchased a new 

automobile and found that the vehicle did not, in my opinion, 

neet the standards of a new car. The car seemed defective 

tn many ways. Although I called all these matters to the 

attention of the dealer from whom I purchased the automobile, 

I was still forced to seek legal counsel in order to attempt 

to set things right. 

"My attorney and X learned of Pennsylvania's Board 

of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers, Salesmen and Dealers and 

contacted them requesting their help. From the outset of our 

contact with the Board, X was completely impressed by their 

dedication to their job. Xn every instance inquiries made 

by either my attorney or me were quickly and courteously 

answered. The hearing was speedily arranged and conducted. 

I was able to appear at the hearing without my attorney and 

ny interests were protected completely by the Judge and by the 
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tasistant Attorney General who appeared at the hearing. 

"The net result of the entire referral to the 

3oard was successful as far as X am concerned and I feel at 

the same time that the dealer and the national iaanufaeturer 

ioth were enlightened as to deficiencies in the automobile 

ffhich I purchased. 

"The purpose of this letter is to commend the Board 

>f Motor Vehicle Manufacturers, Dealers and Salesmen and to 

Let you knew in as strong a way as possible that X recommend 

;he employees and agents of the Board to you for cortmendation. 

Fhey tadeed performed an important consumer service and 

reflect well on your adrainistration in its effort to protect 

:he citizens of the Consmonwealth of Pennsylvania. Signed by 

jredericl; C. Harris" 

Ho have many more of these letters and X won't 

:ake all of your time and read them. 

X just want to address one raore of your questions. 

Fhe Chairman ashed about consumer members. X furnished my 

consumer members with a paiaphlct from the Governor, Professional. 

md Occupational Licensing. Xn here it tells the consumer* 

Lt tell3 him what he should do, how he should act, the question! 

Shat he should a3k. And let me say that they do have an 

>bvious interest in public service. One of our taembers is a 
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banker that we feel is very, very helpful to the Board, He 

has been diligently selected. lie is from the western part 

of the state from Erie. Ue have merchant, a merchant from 

Philadelphia, who is very, very helpful to the Board. 

Mr. Dario mentioned the consumer member vacancy 

on the Board. X would like to address that. The reason that 

consumer member, that membership is vacant, is because we have 

a consumer member on the Board that was retired from another 

profession and was asked to resign from the Board. Our 

consumer members have common sense. They question, Mr. 

Chairman, policies, procedures and decisions of the Board and 

have asked for an explanation. They have questioned, when a 

consumer Is involved, as chairman I will always call the 

consumer first. What is your feeling? We want to hear the — 

beside hearing the complainant's part, we want to hear what 

our consumer, what he has to say about it. X call on both, 

the consumer, When we have three, X call on three, X call 

on two when we have two consumers. X want their opinion first. 

Their attendance has been consistent. They have given 

direction and support to the Board in their decisions. And 

In general, lit. Chairman, they are not intimidated in their 

decisions by the Board. Many times, many times, they probably 

intimidate the professional members of the Board, X may add 
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that the professional members of the Board constitute 200 

pears of experience, 200 years of experience. Gentlemen, 

ffhore can another organisation ouster up 200 years of experience 

in order to expedite Act 144 and the newly formed Act 329 

Judiciously as we can. 

ftr. Chairman, just a few more remarks and then I'll 

be ready for your questions. I'm going to take my entire 45 

ainutes, I could probably go on all day, but I'm going to 

take toy 45 minutes. I want to say that we, the Board, as well 

as the Commissioner and the Deputy Coranlsaioner, and 1 must 

add that In my tenure as a Board member, this is the first 

time that I have seen so much participation from the 

Commissioner and the Deputy Commissioner, Some of the other 

Commissioners 1 never knew. So we have a consumer member 

isissing, we do have an active participation of our Commissioner. 

ETe are there to assist you. v?e want to help you. Tell your 

constituents who we are, where we are at, what we can do for 

you. Sure, there may be cases where a constituent of yours 

has not been licensed. But I aslc you to take a close look at 

it* We are there to be corrected. If we are doing something 

unjustly, I want to be told about it. I want a perfect board, 

I want to do what is right. 

CHAIBMAH HUTCHUTSOH: Sir, you say you want a board. 
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3ho Is your main director? Is she here today or is he here 

:oday, the person that does t"is nuts and bolts every day, makes 

:ho decision if you are not here? Bid you bring her along? 

X-&. LIPSI: The Executive Secretary to the Board 

Ls not here, no, air, Mr. Chairman. But in closing, I would 

Like to say this act was born by you. We have a good law 

m the books* It is working well. He have a new bill, House 

Jill 829 that is before you. This will enhance our present 

ict. We need your help and we beg and ask you to please give 

Lt to us. Gentlemen, we are here. He are here primarily to 

serve the public to make your job easier, tie move the burden 

from your shoulders and thus make you more efficient. You 

nave many, many governmental duties that you have got to 

aerform. You have many responsibilities to your constituents. 

ton are important to the Legislature. You are important to 

the people and to the constituents of this Commonwealth, You 

are important to government and you are very, very important 

to us* I say please keep us in existence and thank you very 

auch and I will be happy to entertain your questions. 

GIAliaiM HUTCHIHSGN: Are there any questions? 

BY REPBESSKTATIVE HAHIU.: 

Q I don't think any of us really have a problem. 

t may be speaking out of turn for other people, with the Board, 
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say the Board members, etc, I think an awful lot of us do have 

roblems with those who really do the nuts and bolts work that 

you just referred to. What kind of supervisory work do you and 

your Board do? Do you honestly feel you are aware of what 

the bottom, the top, the bottom and middle of your organization 

is doing? X am not condemning you, but X have talked to an 

awful lot of people who have a board and the board members come 

into a nee ting and they are told by the executive that here, 

here and here, and they don't have any idea what the rest of 

the organization is doing and how they are performning and the 

red tape, and frankly, the authority they have. 

A girl sitting on a telephone answering questions 

probably has as touch authority as you do if somebody isn't 

watching her pretty carefully. And X have run Into some 

organizations, again, not yours, run into some organizations, 

not even under Professional and Occupational Affairs, some 

organizations where a secretary sitting at a desk at lunchtime 

has far more authority than has the chairman of the board. 

All she has to do Is say no or not get back or not give a 

darn to research the problem and say, there Is nothing we can 

do about It. Do you guys feel that you have a handle on tills 

at all? Being there two days a week, what kind of supervisory 

capabilities do you have to see that the organization Is really 
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working well? 

A Etariber one, you axe absolutely correct. The 

executive secretaries are there every day. They see more of 

the goings on and in order to accelerate the licensing of the 

dealers, rather than to hold all the applications for the Board 

for the Board to review them, the Board has set certain guide

lines whereby the executive secretary can immediately issue 

them if they meet certain criteria. However, when I said 1 am 

on the telephone with our office every day, every day when she 

has a question and she advises the constituent to or the 

applicant to call me and I attempt to resolve it on the 

telephone and sometimes it is difficult because I am not looking 

at the file. I try to make it a point to get to Harrisburg 

rather than to hold them up for a meeting, try to resolve it 

before the meeting. And in cases where, as I said, if it 

involves a mobile home dealer, I try to conference the call 

to see what he thinks about it. In eases where the dealer is 

in the immediate area of a Board member, X will ask a Board 

member to go out and evaluate it. We do have the problem that 

you are talking about. Since X became chairman, X have been a 

very, very active chairman, $hen we send out an applicant 

pending, try telephone is listed on that, my telephone number, 

and the applicant is asked to reach me. X am a dealer. X have 
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been a dealer, my family has been in business for 40 years and 

I grew up in the business. I understand a lot about the 

dealers* problems, X understand what the Senator talked about 

when he said about offices, can you do this, can you do that, 

Most of the times we resolve that. Host of the tines it is 

resolved. Did X answer your question? 

Q Yes. 

&IAIEMAH HDTCHIRSOM: Mr. Miller, the Commissioner 

of Occupational Affairs, he is there every day. You might ask 

hixa a question along that line. To say that somebody would 

maybe call him or what he has to do with the staff. Xf you 

want to ask Mr. Miller. Do you have an answer? Were you 

satisfied with that answer? 

MR. MILLER: Very honestly, if we get a complaint, 

and frankly a lot of them do come through, you call me 

personally. 

CHAIRMAN HOTCHINSOH: X call you. 

MR. MILLER: We get on the phone immediately. X 

am talking about my deputy, my legislative gal or tryself. We 

discuss it first with a secretary to the Board, who is the 

executive you're talking about in the chair. If frankly, we 

can't resolve it there X would call the chairman and I have 

called him innumerable times. X wouldn't even try to guess. 
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There are problems of Interpretation of things. I 

would like to offer, Mr. Chairman to possibly have the secretary 
would 

of the Board, if you wanted her here, we obviously call her. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON z Maybe if we go after today 

we might have another — 

MR. MIIX.SR: Whatever you say. 

CHAIHMAH HTJTCHIITSON: Any other questions? Paul. 

BY MR. LAHD1S: 

Q Your regulations or the criteria that you use to 

accept, reject an applicant, are they all published in the 

Pennsylvania Bulletin, the changes you have made? 

A They have honored, I think a few of them. They 

Siave not honored all of thea but a few of them they have. 

Q Are you enforcing any resolutions or regulations 

that haven't been published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin? 

A Enforcing them, no. 

Q Was there a regulation published dealing with a 

show in Pittsburgh where some mobile heme or BV dealers wanted 

to come down and have a show down here and they were told they 

bad to have m off premise license? Is there a regulation 

governing that? 

A Yes, we do have that. 

Q Was that published? 
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A That was published. I do have a copy of it here 

if you care to see It. X do have that, yes. They must have 

en off premise license* 

Q I mean, was that regulation published in the 

Bulletin? 

A Yes, it was, 

Q I have heard you have been enforcing some criteria, 

things lilce that that have not gotten into the Bulletin? 

A Hell, I think Z answered your question when you 

asked have there been regulations enforced that have not been 

published, liy answer was no. 

Q How on prosecution you were talking about odometer 

rollbacks. You do know we just passed an act that gives the 

Attorney General the authority to prosecute under the criminal —• 

A Yes. 

Q Are you working with hits or are you going to work 

with him and let hia do the prosecution? 

A Yes, we will. He will ask him to work with us on 

the unlicensed activity which we have no Jurisdiction over and 

there is a lot of it in the state. 

BY MR. MAUTIHt: 

Q On the $25 fee you were charging for off premise 

licenses, and X did read the minutes where your Board counsel 
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even told you It was an Illegal charge and you had not 

•ubllshed it in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. Row long did you 

thargc that prior to, I don't remember ever seeing the publica-

:ioc in the Bulletin as yet. It may have been there and I 

ilssed it. I know for a fact that goes back at least 18 months 

.t was being charged. 

A X cannot go back to the exact date, but Z would 

issume in that area, yes. We do not charge at this tirae. 

GBAIRttH HUTCHIHSOW: No wore? 

MR, LIPSI: No, sir, we do not. 

!Y MR. MASOTX: 

Q That was under a class action that the fee was 

finally rescinded? 

A Ho, sir, 

Q It was my understanding that it was. Secondly, 

fast happens if Clare Flinchum goes to lunch, what happens to the 

veryday duties of the Board? 

A We do have another person in the office. I am 

;lad you asked that question. We do have two people in the 

ff ice. 

Q It is ray understanding that up until recently no 

me else could handle the everyday ordinary Issues of licenses 

f Clare went on vacation? 
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A The Commissioner has handled that and the 

Commissioner has the second person in the office on the same 

level as Miss Flinchum. in faet, today she's not in the office 

and the office is still being run as efficiently, 

MR. LIPSI: I would just like to add I erred in 

not giving you some stats• I would like to give you some 

statistics, Mr. Chairman, on the official complaint cases. In 

19S0, we had 131 cases open. In 1981, we had 206 cases open 

which is a 60 percent increase* In 1932, we had 240 cases open 

which is a substantial percentage increase also. For the first 

six months of 1983 we had 112 complaints open. So since 1980 

we have a total of 689 complaint cases. 

Of the 689t 469 cases have been closed. Two hundred 

twenty are still open. Since 1980, ve have had 23 revocations. 

We have put 23 people out of business. 35 suspensions, three 

official letters of reprimand. By the year 1980, we suspended 

nine people, revoked two. 1981 we suspended 12, revoked 12* 

In 1982 we suspended seven, revoked five. 1983 we suspended 

seven, revoked four. 

How that is only up until June of 1983. NOT; I 

might point this out to you that in 1981, bureau-wide, in the 

whole bureau, 27 people were involved, 27 suspensions which 

brought us to 33 and third percent of that amount. In 1982 we 
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were at ten percent of the total suspensions where there were 

72, 

So as you can see we are doing our job up there 

and we are performing according to the letter of the act. We 

would like to continue. If there are no further questions — 

BY CHAIKM&N HDTCHINSO!?: 

0 You did cention, I have one* you did mention about 

a new car dealer and somebody that got a lemon or something. 

How cost dealers, under federal law, have arbitration. Do 

you step in and help? Instead of having a Lemon Act like in 

Hew Jersey and Connecticut. 

A Yes, sir. Tlhat we do when we have a situation 

involving a dealer, taaybe Carl would like to answer that one 

when you initially get a cooplaint. 

MR. EMERSON: For the record, my name is Carl 

Emerson. I am the Board prosecutor assigned to the Motor 

Vehicle Board. I will preface tay remarks by saying I have 

only been here since February• So naturally I can*t testify 

to — 

REPRESEtTAOTE HISCEVICH: I don't believe the 

court reporter can hear you, 

I EL EMEBSOH: And I cannot testify to anything 

occurring prior to that. But you are talking about a consumer 
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complaint filed against a new car dealer? 

CRAXRMAH HUTCHINSON: Yes, when it goes into 

arbitration or before it gets there when they file what would 

you dot 

MR. EMERSOW: Well, what would happen, as with 

any cases filed with the bureau, an official complaint, these 

are the figures that Mr. Llpsi was quoting to you, 131 in 1982, 

106 for 1932. What happens if an official complaint is opened. 

A file is opened and forwarded to rsy office and it is ray 

function as prosecuting attorney to initially evaluate the 

complaint to see if there Is any narrative there. To assist 

oe in doing that we do have a staff of investigators who I can 

send out to interview the complainant, to interview the dealer 

involved to get their side of the story. Very often the 

coTsplaint can be resolved at that stage. However, if as a 

result of the investigation, the consumer appears to have a 

valid complaint against the dealer and the dealer is not willing 

to cocjply or maize good on the consumer's complaintf we have 

the obligation and the opportunity to haul that person in for 

a formal hearing. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHIKSOKs Stop right there. Do you 

call in the manufacturer, who has an arbitration case, where 

he can arbitrate this thing? So you ever call in the dealer, 
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I mean, the dealer and the manufacturer at one time, because 

actually the manufacturer is the guy that built it? 

lWLt EMERSON: Right, In the tine that X have been 

there we have not had to go to a formal hearing with any 

consumer complaint. He have been very successful in getting 

them resolved. So I can't really address that. 

C!HAlHItAH EUTCHIHSON: ttell the only thing is I 

would like to see something being done so that we don't slap 

a Lemon Bill like the other ones in New Jersey and Connecticut, 

there eight be three or four states. New Jersey just did it 

two weeks ago. I wouldn't like to see that. But I uould like 

to see you people, the manufacturers tell me that they do have 

a board set up at the federal level, and if you people could 

get in on it with both the dealer, threaten the dealer and the 

manufacturer, you both give them a license like Volkswagen and 

all the rest of them to force them, if somebody has a real 

complaint that they get their automobile fixed up. 

MR. L1PSI: May I address that? 

CHAXEMAN mjT&IXHSCET: Yes. 

MR, LXPSIf If X may, X have been there longer than 

Carl. X have seen Volkswagen of America come in where they had 

attorneys carrying suitcases for attorneys. We made believers 

out of them* They were not servicing the dealers with the 
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proper products. They were not attempting to, but If we had 

not intervened, they would probably have caused some good 

dealers to go bankrupt because of lack of power. He have had 

cases just last week. X am a Chevrolet dealer. I called the 

Chevrolet Hotor Division ixi Philadelphia because we read in 

the paper where a certain dealer went out of business. I 

called Chevrolet Motor Division. I told them that we were 

concerned about the consumer. We understood there were 

deposits received* automobiles ordered and I wanted to know 

Hhat they were going to do about it. And of course, they said 

they would either return the deposits or they would furnish 

the automobiles. He do call them in. 

BY aitamm HUTCHIHSOI*; 

Q You're not talking in the same vein I'm talking 

about. X am talking about if X bought a Chevy off of you and 

X took It to the garage and one of your mechanics would say, 

oh, X can't find anything and X call the manufacturer and they 

come out, do you intervene with the manufacturer and the 

dealer both so we don't get a Lemon Law in Pennsylvania? 

A Yes, we do. Yes, we certainly do and X can cite 

some instances on that. 

Q The thing Is if you people do something, then we 

won't have a law that X think would be bad. 
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A I have talked to numerous factory reps. Every 

manufacturer has a representative. 

Q I am asking is your Board helping to solve the 

problem where people think they have got lemons? 

A That Is why I am saying wo do get in touch with 

the manufacturer and the rep and there are times when we go 

over the rep's head. We go to the central office. 

We had a situation last month that arose and we 

handled that. We called Chrysler Motor Division directly and 

it was handled judiciously. 

Q Chrysler? 

A Chrysler *lotor Division. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: Thank you. 

MR. LIPSI: Thank you for the opportunity. 

REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: Are there any questions? 

REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: Yes. 

BY REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: 

Q One complaint which we have heard consistently 

from other boards x?hlch are under the Sunset Review, those 

of us who are both of this Committee and also the Professional 

[licensure Committee has been with regard to the inadequacy of 

staff. Not having enough of It, not having enough counsel, 
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having a surplus of funds. In other words, the fees bring in 

more than is being spent by the board, I understand you 

haven't touched on that issue this morning. Is that because 

you are satisfied that you have all of the staff you need? 

A Ho, I'm sorry if I didn't address it and I thank 

you for giving me the opportunity to address it. The figure 

Mr. Dario mentioned was $500,000 in excess. I feel, and we 

need your help. Without your help I don't think the 

Commissioner or the Board or any of us can do anything, for 

instance, with our investigators. Our investigators are 

probably being paid in the vicinity of $15,000 a year. If 

the investigators were given more money, if the investigators 

had a little more serious requirement like two years of college 

and were paid more money and we were given additional 

investigators and if we were given additional prosecutors. 

You realize what state government is. You get some attorneys 

fresh out of school and the first place they want to go is 

work for the state. The state educates them, gives them a 

little knowledge and they are gone. Now we have to train 

another man. 

CHAIRMAH HUTCHINSON: Even Bill Lloyd is in that. 

(Laughter.) 

BY REPKESEHTATIVE LLOYD: 
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Q The next question is have you made requests, 

budget requests, to the Commissioner of Occupational and 

Professional Affairs to have additional staff hired? 

A The man that handles the budget for the Board, I 

must apologize is not here today, and I am not totally familiar 

with that as far as that request is concerned. 

Q Just for information, the members of the Transporta

tion Committee, there have been discussions on both sides of 

the aisle and also with the Senate about proposing changes in 

the budget process for all of these boards to have the 

Legislature find out what boards are requesting. What we are 

finding is boards request, and for whatever reason the 

Commissioner doesn't approve it, yet there is a surplus of 

funds being charged to our constituents who are being licensed 

by those boards. So you may want to consider that at a later 

time* 

A Our fees go into presently, 1 believe Mr* Dario 

testified that we licensed 32,000 people. So you can see there 

is quite a few people there* And our funds go into the 

general fund. Unlike other boards that goes to the board, like 

the Medical Board, for instance, they have their own fund. 

REPBESEHTATIVS LLOYD: The Commissioner is saying 

that is not correct. 
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MR. LIPSI: Okay* then X stand to be corrected. 

MR. MILLER: Their funds go into the licensed 

professional augmentation. It does not go into the profession

al occupational fund. 

REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: Right. So it is the same 

issue basically we have discussed, We don't need to burden 

the transcript with that. 

BY REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: 

Q In addition there is a question in tny mind about 

how well publicized your availability is. Maybe you touched 

on that when I wasn't here this morning. If we have a surplus 

of funds* one thing that we could do is make a lot more members 

of the general public aware that you are in existence. That 

if they have a complaint they can come to you. tfhat kind of 

public information program do you have or have you already 

discussed that? 

A Well, no, Senator. I will address it. We are 

very close to the automotive associations, PXDPA. They are 

familiar with the Board and they notify their constituents, 

and PAA, they notify their constituents. But we do need more 

press. 

Q But I am talking about the consumer, not the 

dealers themselves. I am talking about letting the consumer 
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!cnow, my constituents know, in the case of chairman he wants 

to avoid the Lemon Law. X am not sura I agree with him on 

that. But at the very least both of us want to make sure that 

Briton our constituents go out and buy a car and have a problem 

and can't get the dealer to do anything about the problem, 

that they know where to go and we know where to send them. 

One thing that could be done would be greater publication or 

advertising, whatever, the fact that there is a state board 

to whom you can complain. 

A X welcome that. X welcome that very much. Consume:: 

Protection does notify the consumers when they do get there. 

they notify them that there is a state board. 

Q Okay, now also there was a statement made, X guess 

Ln your initial rebuttal to the draft in Mr. Dario's report 

laving to do with the problem of not being able to pursue 

unlicensed activity. In other words, here is a fellow who is 

»ut, doesn't have a license to sell cars, you can't do anything, 

Under the law, because of the Independent elected Attorney 

General, the prosecutorial responsibilities are with the 

Attorney General and that has caused some problems for the 

>ther boards. We have been told that there are activities 

jnderway to get the board prosecutors deputized by the Attorney 

General so you can go directly into court. Has that happened? 
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MR. LIP3I: I'm going to ask the prosecutor for 

Che Board to answer that. 

MR. EMERSON: Yes, that is correct. TJe have 

started a selective program prosecuting unlicensed activity, 

rhe trouble with the Motor Vehicle Board is that there is so 

auch of it involved. Myself, I would be running all over the 

state filing complaints in common pleas court, whatever is 

Lnvolved. So what we have to do is any tine we want to request 

leputlzatlon or delegation from the Attorney General's office 

?hich involves filing papers with them and asking permission 

to be able to proceed In lieu of them, we have to justify 

?hy we are going to pursue this particular case of unlicensed 

activity as opposed to others. Because we just don't have 

the resources to pursue all the rest of the activities. So 

'here is a pilot program that has been able to go ahead. 

CHAIRHA1J HUTCHINSON: Thank you, Ifcr, Lipsi. 

5Y REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: 

Q One more question. As with regard to the vacancies. 

lave those vacancies been filled? 

A We did receive a new member the last meeting. The 

consumer member has not been appointed. X am not certain he 

lasn't been appointed. X v.?ill say he is not sitting on the 

toard, Xt could be in the process at this time, which X feel 
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Lt is. 

Q How long has that vacancy existed? 

A I couldn't say right offhand. It has not been 

that long that It has affected the Board any. 

REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: X guess that Is a matter 

*f judgment. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: There Is one thing, I don't 

Chink the banker sitting on your Board is a consumer, because 

the bankers have something to look forward to. When I go into 

>uy a car and they get a loan. If you're going to say you're 

;oing to have a banker on the Board* you ought to have it 

Lined that way because I don't think a banker could be a 

consumer advocate. 

MR. LIPSI: 1 am not saying that the act calls 

for a banker, I am saying that one of our consumer members --

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: I understand that, but I 

don't think he is a consumer. Because he has money, he has 

Just as much money Involved in that as anyone of these 

gentlemen sitting back there that owns an automobile — 

MR. LIPSI: I'll tell you this that we do have an 

awful lot of violations in the consumer contracts for the 

purchase of vehicles and he does understand them. He has 

resolved many of them. I won't go through the criteria, 
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CHAIRMAN HOTCKINSON: You've done a good job, 

MR. LIPS I: No more time? 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: No more. 

MR. LIPSI: Thank you very much, gentlemen. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON* Mr. Miller, did you want to 

say something? 

MR. MILLER; Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be 

lappy to answer any questions that might be, ones that I can 

mswer. I notice one thing that was discussed was more 

Investigators and I felt that the Committee was entitled to 

enow Z have sent back on October 25, 1982 to the budget 

representative of the Motor Vehicle Board this letter. "Dear 

Vrt: This letter confirms the substance of your meeting of 

September 17th of which the budgetary requirements for the 

fotor Vehicle Board for the fiscal year 1983-84 were discussed. 

four only concern was to obtain more investigators. lie will 

lire," and we have by the way, "nine more inspectors very 

ihortly which will substantially increase the available law 

enforcement resources. 

You may also wish to contact the Chief of Law 

Enforcement and let him know of your needs." 

We did hire those people in the fiscal year that 

lust closed. We are in the process also of reviewing and 
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hiring isore people and Jtioping to upgrade, because that was 

one of the questions that was raised. * -We are trying to 

upgrade our investigators m d inspectors end things of this 

nature where needed and when needed, 

Boes anybody have any other questions? 

CHAXHM£H IICTCHISSOH: Gordon Linton. 

BY REPRESEHTATIVE LEHTOST: 

Q One question I have. I understand you are hiring 

additional investigators, but the fact do you recall the 

statement the gentleman from the State Police made before. 

There seems to be some duplication of those type of services. 

I am wondering whether you can Justify additional investigators 

nrithout looking at whether they are doing some of the same 

things? 

A Maybe X con try to explain it the best I can, 

Representative. First., our investigators do work functionally 

across the board for all the nonmedical or nonmedically related 

boards, nonhealth related boards. Beyond that the State Police 

are very helpful on initial investigations, but when it comes 

to citizen complaints, it is our people who go out. In other 

grords, the complaints, if you go out, to use the word we used 

iiere, and bought a lemon, it is the investigators from our 

bureau who have the responsibility. The State Police do the 
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initial investigations and work with us very well. In fact, 

Commissioner Dunn, Mr. Lipsi, Hiss Rhodes and myself had a 

meeting with Commissioner Dunn to even go into the auctions 

and check on these things because that is where the predominance 

of odometer rollbacks — we started licenoing by regulation 

the out-of-state wholesalers where people come into the 

auctions* So we cannot complain at all. T-Je have had tremendous 

cooperation from the State Police and are getting better. But 

when it comes to a citizen complaint, we don't call them. Our 

investigators in effect do the full investigation of whatever 

crime that night be. So there isn't quite the duplication 

that you see per se. X mean, one comes into being at different 

tines. 

Q I still question why there is a need for additional 

investigations of consumer complaints. It is then picked up 

by an investigator from your office because of a problem 

because of the initial person handling the investigation? 

A In the beginning they check for different things, 

If a dealer is in the business a longer period of tine, let's 

say, a title isn't given or something, it may well be our 

investigators that will go out and check. 

Q I'm talking simply in regards to a consumer 

complaint, solely that area. 
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A That is what I an talking about, too, sir. That 

t7hen a consuner coitnlpint comes in per se, nonraally, I an not 

saying all the time, you pot complications and things like 

that, it is our investigator the prosecutor would send out 

to do tho investigation at that point as opposed to the one 

initially. I don't know if T.'IB explaining it, 1 am trying to. 

SE?RESES1TATX7E LINTON: Thank you. 

MR. ItlLLER: t& there anything else, Mr. Chairman! 

I might be able to add. 1 trill be here the rest of the day 

with my staff should there be anything we can help you tTith. 

CflAXS^AN HUTCHinSfltS: Mr. Gene Stoeker. 

I&. STOCKED: Mr. Chairman, members of the panel, 

rry name is Gene Stoeker, for the record, and I am a dealer 

in Centre County. I am a member and Director of the Pennsyl

vania Automotive Association. I am here at the direction of 

ny fellow dealers fron Centre County, The remarks or questions 

that might be asked are not necessarily ciy own. They are 

from the dealers that X represent. 

I thin's we have touched on probably the main point. 

Our dealers feel right nor* that the Licensing Board has done 

a very good job for then. They feel a great need for it. 

Fhey feel an improvement is required. 1 think we have put 

gone teeth into the law which I understand is going to be 
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Forthcoming. However, at the sane time the situation here 

an the tent sales and some of the impositions that have been 

Jut on the dealers, they feel is in the form of sort of a 

larassment, While the rules are out there working, they would 

Like to see more emphasis put on the bad guys. Let's get out 

Sherc and investigate people that need to be investigated and 

:he dealers that hold the tent sales have been in the business 

for 20 years Let's not harass them quite so much. This is 

:he only complaint. I have been instructed by my dealers, 

C don't mean to jump down Gene's throat, but the new car 

franchise dealer is required to operate under a certain 

sapital requirement with the factory. So basically, the 

lealer that is going to steal the sales tax funds and abscound 

Tith other monies, 1 don't think the Licensing Board is going 

:o find the majority of this type of thing happening with the 

lew car franchise dealer. Maybe you will disagree with this, 

rot I think the taajority of your problem is going to be with 

:he curbstoners, the used car lots that do not conform to 

iither the capital requirements or facilities, that do not 

jcrve the public. I think this is where we should really put 

:he emphasis on, I think this is maybe initially what we 

started this thing out to do. 

The tent sale thing, X an still a little bit in 
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the dark whether we do pay or whether we don't pay or whether 

•;e have to. But that was a big bone of contention with the 

iealers that I represent in Centre City. 

If there would be any questions that the panel 

night like to ask me representing the dealers, or Gene, I 

certainly would be glad to. 

BY CHAISMAH HUTCKIIIS01J: 

Q I always have a question about the occupation 

boards, whether it was unionise by legislation. Since you 

ire a dealer is that one of the main things that you looked 

at to give them a.good nark, keep enough people out from 

giving you competition? 

A Well, X cite only one case. T7e had what we call 

a broker type business move into the area, a pretty shoddy 

outfit, not well capitalized. Their main purpose in life was 

to collect money fron the public and run. And that got 

stepped on very quickly by the Board and the dealers in the 

area appreciated the work that the Board did. So it is not 

all in favor of the dealer* The consumer at that point in 

time was the one that was really tightening the rod. Plus 

then we get to the facility end of it. They sell a car, they 

go bade to that broker, there is no wa7 that broker can service 

that car. So the facility becomes a very important thing in 
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the Board's inspection facilities. 

Q Weren't some of the dealers using brokers to get 

off sorao of tho unloaded cars that the manufacturer shipped 

to then? 

A That undoubtedly took place, but I don't think in 

Pennsylvania, at least not in small areas. 1 doubt seriously 

if it took place in Philadelphia or Pittsburgh. I don't think 

we have ever been in a position of late. 

&5AISM&J HDTCHIiTSOIJ: Bill. 

BY BEKSHSENTATITB LLOYD: 

Q You were here, Mr. Stocker, when I was trying to 

get an answer from Ilr. Lipsi with regard to why certain 

facility requirements are in the regulations. I am not satis

fied that I got any answer other than about public health and 

safety. I can certainly understand the point the Chairman 

taade what really is behind this is to try to prevent competition. 

How I can see the difference between the guy who sets up a 

used car lot and runs away. The public has an interest in 

making sure that that kind of guy x?ho ntay be selling hot cars 

or whatever and we want to keep that guy out of business, 

Wouldn't you agree there is a significant difference 

between that guy and another fellow who maybe doesn't have the 

flashiest building in the world, but who has been in business 
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for ten or fifteen years selling used cars without ever having 

been investigated by the Board, isn't there a difference 

there? 

A I would say there would be. However, at the same 

tirae the customer comes bad:, X think the Board wants to make 

sure that he has those two stalls. That he has a place for 

them to sit down, That he has the proper bathroom facilities 

that we are required to have. 

Q Well I guess ray question, sotae of those things 

I'm not sure you ought to be required to have. I mean, those 

are things that you do to make your place more attractive and 

bring in consumers* But when we start legislating that, either 

through statute or through regulations, what that does ia mean 

that a guy who could do a good Job and make a living, maybe 

could sell his cars for a little bit less, which X think all 

of us as consumers would appreciate, that we are sinking it 

harder for him to do that because we are saying before you can 

even be in this business you got to taeet all these flashy 

requirements. 

A Well, I Elicit agree they should not be flashy, 

but very basic, they have to have a stall to take care of the 

customers. 

Q Well, the regulations say that you either have to 
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have the facilities to take care of the customer's vehicle or 

you have to have a contract to get it. 

A Right. 

Q The constituent of Bine has it* He has been doing 

it for 15 years. Mow he moves from one location to another 

and now he has got to have a fence. Do you see any rationale 

for that? 

A Hot the fence, X can't understand that. 

Q Do yon see any reason why a fellow who has a 

substantial business and sells hardware and other things that 

recreational people might want to buy now wants to sell mobile 

tomes ought to have to tear a side out of a nice brick building 

and put up a separate entrance so that that is somehow segre

gated to sell mobile hones? 

A Well perhaps I'm not prepared to answer that 

question, I think maybe in the interest of better serving 

the public, if they come into a vacant lot and the only thing 

sitting there is a trailer, I raight question where they night 

Bit down and negotiate their business. How you would.make a 

phone call to this place. They should have an office. 

Q They do. They have an office for the rest of their 

business. We'll leave that aside. One final question. There 

have been comments about surplus and what we ought to be doing 
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with the surplus. Wouldn't you agree that counsel said, well, 

we really can't pursue all this unlicensed practice because 

we just havo too ouch work to do. That if we did not itapose 

quite such stringent, and 1 think harassing licensing require

ments on people who are established businesses, we could 

allocate some of those resources to go after the bad apples? 

A This is the reason I at* here* He spend too touch 

tine on the good dealers who have been in business for 20 years 

They are not going to cause you problems. Let's go after the 

people who are causing us the problems and spend faoney in that 

direction and you night get away.x*ithout having to hire people. 

Dut we don't really need theia down at the local tent sale in 

uarrisburg where you have got dealers who have been in business 

for 20 years and checking each and every salesmen who was there 

talking to their customers. This was the point they wanted met 

to raise. 

CHAIKMAK KOTCE1HS0H: Thank you, Mr. Stocker. 

I have a letter from the Three A*s I would like to 

enter into the record. 

Son. Amos K. Hutchinson 
Chairman 
Transportation Coraraittee 
Souse of Representatives 
tarisburg, PA 17120 

Dear Amos: 
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This is in reply to your letter of June 27th in

citing me as AAA'3 representative to testify before the House 

ftransportafcion Committee in regard to the Sunset hearings on 

the State Soard of 1'ocor Vehicle Manufacturers, Dealers and 

Salesmen, 

After consultation here among our staff we decided 

that the AAA Federation will not make a formal presentation 

to the committoe. He thank you for the chance, neverthelessf 

Our main concern is that the Board continue to safeguard the 

Interests of the motorist/car buyer in overseeing the automobile 

sales industry, and this is the main point that we want to 

nake. 

We appreciate having the list of the others who 

are scheduled to speak on Wednesday, July 13th. Hopefully 

they will have useful points to make from their various 

perspectives. 

Thank you again for the invitation. We presume 

that this letter may be entered in the record as AAA's 

official response to the invitation to appear on July 13th, 

Best Regards• Your sincerely, Robert J. Middleton, 

Director of Public Affairs. 

(37AIICIA3 HTTCE1HS0N: Thank you very much and we 

trill be bad: at 1:30, I think. We might have a budget ready 
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to go sometime this afternoon. So we might have to cancel, 

but as of 1:30 we will be here. 

(thereupon the hearing was recessed at 12:15 p.m. 

to be reconvened at 1:30 p.m.) 

AFTERNOON SESSION 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: This meeting will now be 

called to order and Mr, Eugene Lipsi has a couple of correc

tions he wants to make. 

MR, LIPSI: Hr. Chairman, I would like to clarify 

one section of my testimony whereby Mr. Landis asked me if 

the facility requirements were ever published in the Pennsyl

vania Bulletin. I wish to correct my testimony in that we 

use guidelines and the guidelines were submitted to the 

Attorney General. He approved some, not others, but they were 

never published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. I would like to 

make that clear. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: Thank you. 

Son Neithercoat. 

MR. NEITHERCOAT: My name is Ron Neithercoat. I 

am Director of the Pennsylvania Independent Automobile Dealers 

Association for the State of Pennsylvania of course. Our 

membership consists of approximately 20 percent of all legiti

mate used car dealers registered in this state in addition to 
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all of the wholesale auto auctions in the state. We are 

primarily consumer oriented. T&iat we will do, member or no 

aember of our association, we do always look for the consumer 

first for his protection. We do this by advising our dealers 

through newsletters, seminars, and so forth. T?e follow 

closely with Consumer Protection,all the odometer laws and 

Che sales laws, of course, are adhered to. We follow a rigid 

sode of ethics in addition to this. 

Consumer Protection, for instance, we tell our 

people you cannot sell a used car as is. You can do this, 

but you might have a $50 used car on your back lot. You can 

sell it as Is only if you disclose to the customer, in writing, 

accepted by him that it will not pass state inspection, that 

Che engine is good, the transmission Is good, and so on. In 

other words, you might have an old junk car, but this car 

las to do this to be as is. So as is really is not so. 

In our state we have seven and a half million 

(registered vehicles in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

Dealers, and X will go over the figures that Did: Bario had, 

He said there is approximately 32,000 with the Motor Vehicle 

Licensing Board« There are 4,000 new car dealers, these are 

approximate figures, that renewed this year. These include 

soblle home manufacturers, motorcycle dealers, and so forth. 
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rhere axe 6,000 used ear dealers. Now here Is where the 

Licensing Board comes in and we do need help here and the 

Licensing Board needs help. Out of the 6,000 used car dealers 

2,000 probably shouldn't be in business. In Harrisburg alone 

there are 40 used car dealers. Now I defy any investigator 

to go around and try to find A0 legitimate used car dealers. 

tar two surrounding counties which are Lancaster and York 

County, there are over 600 used car dealers in these two 

counties. That is an unreal figure. 

What happens with the Licensing Board, we do need 

regulations over dealers. We know this. But the dealer that 

already Is in existence, he has a grandfather clause that 

protects hia. This is why we were so adamant before, I know 

pou went into this with Mr. Llpsi, on the signs or on dual 

business. A lot of these folks In the past put up a shingle. 

Ehey had the old string of lights. This is gone. This business 

la a very professional business now. However, look for these 

Sealers, look for 40 In Harrisburg, you will find them 

chicken coop garage, uncle's home, and so forth, tfe do need 

regulations to regulate these people. He have to have it. 

To clarify a little bit the duplication of work 

between FennDOT and the Department of State, the figures are 

16,000 dealers but 4,000 new and 6,000 used, the remainder of 
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bhese dealers are C dealers or miscellaneous dealers. These 

Sealers are repair services, towing, wrecking, transportation, 

sollect or repossess, and so forth. This dealer does not 

fall under the Department of State. 

Here is what happens with the lag. If you want 

bo be a dealer, you walk into PennDOT because it deals with 

automobiles. You say X want to be a dealer. The information 

&ill send you over to a counter at PennDOT. And it is the 

iealar one which issues temporary plates and dealer plates. 

rhey will say, fine, what kind of dealer do you want to be? 

\re you a garage? Are you a service station? They will in 

turn give you an application to be a dealer. There are three 

ffoisen at PennDOT plus a couple of counter people that will 

land these papers out daily. Now, again* the C dealer does 

lot come under the Department of State. Only the A and B or 

mew and used dealer. It says there, Department of State, 

return to this address. But they got it from the Department 

of Transportation. They will in turn bring it back there. 

there are probably in excess of maybe 300 applications per 

nonth given out through the Department of Transportation. 

Probably, in all probability half of these are not returned. 

k lot of them are laid off millworkere and so forth just 

looking for a way to make a living. Also, a lot of these 
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people might have a little business down the road and they say, 

gee, I am able to sell ears, too, 

Our biggest concern is unlicensed activity. We 

iave no jurisdiction at the present time without new legislation 

being introduced for the Licensing Board. TJhat this means is 

I can be a miscellaneous dealer or X can be an individual. 

I may go out and sell cars, I can buy and sell as many cars 

as Z so desire and I do this with an application for title. 

He only have two forms in our state, whether it be an fN 1 

3r 4. All I have to do is put the big number one on front 

and say for a resale only. Z can do this all X want. 

How Better Business Bureau, especially the 

Pittsburgh branch refers all their consumer complaints to our 

association. I reiterate a little bit, we do, member or no 

nerabor, we look at what is law. Zf it is law, whether it's 

a member or not a member, we do turn them over to the proper 

authority. We use the Licensing Board constantly. Consumer 

Protection we use. 

To get into the odometer thing, this is one of 

the biggest violations of our state right now. Xt takes money 

out of every consumer's pocket. Every time you keep a nice 

car to trade in again, if you have nice, low mileage, it 

doesn't seem to matter today, The high mileage man benefits 
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also because somebody trf.ll probably violate this vehicle. Now 

of course we know Consumer Protection has adopted new legisla

tion which copies pretty much what federal law says. We 

increase the penalties which we need badly. But to follow one 

of our member auctions, and they are all members, but look at 

the auction and so many cars all have the same mileage on. 

Ue know the violation is there. 

The Licensing Board also has 20,000 salesmen. 

There is where the 30,000 comes up. It is four new, six used 

and about 20,000 salesmen. I realize again there is only one 

full-time person. The secretary of the Board plus an assistant, 

It is just an impossibility to do this. It really is. 

The Board, of course, meets two days a month. They 

are concerned about the consumer. We are aware of this and 

we do need regulations. We need it not*. Hot only against the 

licensed dealer to review the application for now dealer, but 

we need it for the existing dealer. 

The State Police, by the way, when you apply for 

a dealership whether it be a miscellaneous or new or used, 

PennDOT will send for investigation any miscellaneous plate 

right directly to the State Police. But if you are a new and 

used application, it goes to the Department of State and is seni: 

out for the same type of investigation. Now the State Police 

http://trf.ll


really arc not aware of the dealers in their area. An IB!! 

run could be given to every garage inspector. In other words, 

shere is a State Policeman. assigned to an area, tie watches 

:or inspections, violations of dealers and so forth. But 

mless you have a sign out front saying, yes, I an a dealer, 

I am on a main road, in all probability he doesn't know you 

acist, 

The C dealers, we are not regulntinc them any more. 

Ct is voty easy for me to become a miscellaneous dealer. If 

[ have a service station, I would like a miscellaneous plate. 

\ miscellaneous plate doesn't entitle me to sell cars. I 

saxmot issue T plates. However X can still do this. I can 

io this as an individual. X can use my miscellaneous plate 

:o demonstrate a vehicle X have, whether it be on my service 

station lot or ny home* X can show you my car and go out and 

irivc it on my miscellaneous plate and I can sell it to you 

Individual to individual, nobody has jurisdiction over these 

>eople right now, including Consumer Protection. The sales 

right now, Better Business Bureau again tells its the automobile 

Industry led the complaints with them again last year. The 

percentage was about 79 percent of complaints were against 

She new car. Hot necessarily against the dealer because it is 

Just the manufacturer/dealer type that weren't right. The 
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remaining 21 percent was against the used car sale. However, 

m used ear sales approximately 60 to 65 percent of these 

7ere sold Individual to Individual* Consumer Protection has 

10 jurisdiction here. The Licensing Board has no jurisdiction. 

To come down to our 6,000 licensed used car dealers 

right now, they only have about ten percent of the total 

larlcet period. He need badly new legislation if the Licensing 

Joard Is going to work effectively, frankly. 

X believe it was in earlier testimony It takes 

ibout seven months is about the average time to bring anybody 

;o any type of justice with the Board. This is fine and It 

Ls ahead of what it used to be but it is not fast enough. If 

i am violating the law, X am an unscrupulous dealer or a non-

lealer, if X am doing an illegal act, seven months is too long. 

tennDOT, X will refer to them, schedules a hearing. Their 

State Policeman finds out there has been a violation in a 

lealership, he is called in for a hearing now. This means 

lot now, but it might be two weeks to three weeks but it is 

rithin the same month. If there is any way we could possibly 

sxpedlte these hearings, it Is very, very much needed. An 

mswer might be a full-time staff* Again, we are one woman. 

fe know there is a problem there because think of the calls 
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jhe gets dally with the 20,000 licensed salesmen end the 

various dealers and everybody wants to be a dealer nowadaya. 

3Y CHMWM1 HUTCHINSON: 

Q When you're on that point about hearings, most 

lepartreents have lav judges. Have they ever tried law judges 

In Occupational Licensing where they have a man like the PUC 

they are called law judges* They can do It and hand down a 

Oscision and that decision stands. X mean rather than have 

a, staff, they can handle the whole occupation, two or three 

Law judges. 

A Representative, to ray knowledge X don't know. 

laybe Stanley Miller could help you with that. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHXNSGft! Did you ever look at that? 

MR. MILLER: He do have It for some boards. Our 

ledical Board and some of our Real Estate Board, We tried to 

nit a blanket bill In sometime during the last session and we 

rere not successful In getting It through for several reasons. 

Te tried to put through what we call the Hearing Examiner Bill, 

Cn effect, what we do with these people Is they are lawyers, 

:hcy are on contract as we need them so we don't have a large 

Jtaff sitting around. We bring them in, they hear it, suggest 

adjudication which then goes to the Board for its affirmation. 

hit, for exaople, in the Tfedical Board the decision of the 
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rearing examiner is final unless there is an appeal from that. 

ftie hearing examiner system con work and does work more or less 

/oil, depending on the hearing examiner. 

GBAIKKAR HUTCHIHS01J: Continue. 

MR, I7E1THERCOAT: A lot of times the biggest 

somplaint you folks in the House will have a lot of times 

:ron your constituents is the delay, tfhat happened? Somebody 

laid I didn't need photos and someone said X did. Put up a 

fence. The Licensing Board has no facility requirements 

>asscd by law. They do hang their hat on Act 144 in the very 

:irst section which says, "It provides for in regulating the 

registration and licensing of motor vehicle manufacturers t 

lealers and salesmen," In other words this gives them the 

>ower to regulate this. 

Our association is very much in favor, we do need 

ttrict regulations. We are embarrassed and as you folks are 

iware, we don't enjoy the best reputation by the consumer. 

Jhe used car dealer is synonymous w i t h the string of lights 

md the loud suits and so forth. !>7e need this cleaned up 

>adly not only with the new people coming in. Somehow we 

mnot just let them open a shanty. A lot of them, for instance, 

Till take an old service station. Some of these can be made 

Into very nice dealerships. A lot of instances the pumps are 
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still there and so forth. He don't want to see that happen 

slther, but we are also aware that we have to do it according 

:o lax-? and it should be spelled out and it really does have to 

>e spelled out. 

The investigating staff by the Board, for their 

SO plus odd boards, these people are investigators for all 

:he boards. Again, with seven and a half million vehicles 

Ln our state alone, these are just registered. There is 

>robably another million that are going dealer to dealer or 

running on just titles or out-of-state titles and so forth. 

)ur auctions, we have auctions In this state that run up to 

1,000 cars a week at one particular auction. It is fierce 

:he number we have right now. We used to say everybody drive 

a used car and there is seven and a half million used cars 

registered in our state right now. He definitely need 

regulations. 

The Board to be more effective, of course* does 

lave to have facility requirements. The investigators do not, 

it this time, have expertise for the automobile dealers alone. 

Ct just cannot be when they investigate for anything from the 

lairdressers to podiatry, etc. I know Commissioner T&ller at 

:hie time is starting seminars. He started one last month for 

;he investigators. It is much needed, but again the law would 
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Just clarify what power the investigator has. We understand 

at this tins he does not have the clout that Is needed to do 

the proper job. He oay cotae into ray dealership if X had one 

and say, let me see your title, which is very much part of 

Investigating* The dealer may say no. So back he goes to 

^et a legal opinion. This ball game die£ really early in the 

business* We do need immediate action. We do need clout for 

the licensing Board* I mean, we do support them wholly if 

jiven the proper clout. Thanlt you, 

CEAI3MAN HBTCHXNS017: Any questions? Paul. 

MR. LANDIS: No. 

REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: To pick up on the last 

question first, the one with regard to the investigator goes 

a. and asks to see the titles and he is denied. X don't know 

If the prosecutor is still here. That may be because of the 

Supreme Court decision with regard to search and seizure. I 

am thinking of the Aushaw cases (phonetic). It Is not some

thing that we, on this tamittee, can do anything about. Xs 

Chat right? 

MR. EMERSON: My understanding is we'll do something 

about that. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: Stand up so we can hear you. 

MR. EMERSON: My understanding is that the new act 
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would allow investigators to have increased investigation 

powers and be able to get access. Because there is no real 

way of being able to regulate industry if you cannot get access 

BY REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: (To Mr. Emerson) 

Q Well now I am asking why when the investigator goes 

out and says I want to see the new title, why does the dealer 

have the power to say no? The investigator goes back for a 

legal opinion. 

A That hasn't arisen since Z have been there. In 

other words, fortunately, every time X have sent out an 

investigator I have never had to deal with that problem yet. 

They have complied so far. 

Q If the fellow says I refuse you, the investigator 

Is either going to have to go get a cop or he is going to have 

to go get something? 

A Right. 

MR. NEITHERCOAT: Close working with Consumer 

Protection is what ends this problem. They may subpoena 

irecords on the spot with or without a complaint. They just 

need a suspicion. They may subpoena records on the spot. 

MR. EMERSON: They have a general administrative 

subpoena. They can go in — they hear on the street that Joe 

Blow is clocking cars. they have an administrative subpoena. 
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They can go In there and look at the guy's records. Right 

now we don*t have that authority. We have to Issue a citation 

and then we can subpoena them. It Is a major drawback to 

enforce things, 

MR. NEITHERCOAT: It might clear the air also If 

everybody from PeimDOT and the Licensing Board and the State 

Police would just get together. The State Policemen do not 

have the authority to say yes or no you are granted a dealer

ship. Now In a lot of Instances there is confusion there. 

The local state trooper will say, yes, It looks okay to rae, 

tJhen Indeed the Board requested certain photos or an explana

tion of something. 

Representative, 1 agree with you, fences, we don*t 

necessarily agree with fences either* 

BY REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: (To Mr. Heithercoat) 

Q To follow up on that point, the issue that Mr. 

Llpel clarified this afternoon about how these guidelines 

have never been published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, you 

said there is really nothing In the statute which spells out 

what those rules are. I would seriously question whether the 

Board is acting legally if it refuses a license based on 

guidelines which have never been promulgated as regulations 

and which are not required by the statute --
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A You know — 

Q Zf that constituent of mine says I'm not going to 

put up a fence, I am going to go to common pleas court or 

Commonwealth Court and get an order issued, X suspect he has 

a pretty good chance of winning. Now he's not going to do 

that. He doesn't want to spend the money, He'll put up a 

fence X guess* Hopefully, he won't have to. 

A We agree with you in the sense that, again, they 

are hanging their hat from the board on Act 144, just the 

first paragraph saying they are regulating, but of course — 

Q Legislate and regulate and regulate by regulations* 

A X think the Board will agree with you also. They 

would love to have regulations that say, yes, these are the 

requirements. 

Q Well, they are the ones that have to initiate that. 

A Yes* 

Q And then it would come over to us and we would get 

a chance -- X don't understand, what is a C dealer? 

A A miscellaneous dealer. Sight now, in FennDOT 

terminology, we use an A dealer for a new car dealer, B for 

a used and a C for all miscellaneous. X believe FennDOT right 

now is going to eliminate these letters because they don't 

really care* But a C dealer is not permitted to sell* He is 
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ixi the towing business, he is a transporter, he is a Miscellan

eous service station. He is permitted to buy cars. He's 

permitted to own cars, but he cannot go to an auction and buy. 

He has to fill out a normal application for title as would 

any other consumer. He will do this, of course, very simply 

by putting a number one on and not paying the sales tax. There 

are just about 6,000 of these dealers in our state. These are 

not through the Licensing Board. Here is the confusion again. 

The State Police investigates this dealer as well as the new 

and used. PeimDOT handles C dealers and the Licensing Board 

has no authority whatsoever on these dealers, 

Q What does a C dealer do with the car once he has 

towed it somewhere? He can't sell it. Can he junk it? 

A He can do anything he wants to. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCEIHSON: He can get a title in his 

name. He might have ten titles in his name and then he dumps 

them or sells them or whatever he wants to do with them. There 

is nothing to say the guy can't get a title in his name to 

sell them. Some of thera are selling ten and twenty of them. 

MR. HEITHEBCQaT: And hundreds, 

5Y REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: 

Q Where do you draw the line? If I want to sell my 

sar to my next door neighbor, surely we aren't going to have 
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:he state come in end require me to get a license? 

A Absolutely not. 

Q Where do you suggest we draw the line? How many 

lo I have to sell before I ought to — 

A There used to be the figure of five. In this 

tense it is no longer being held up at all. Xt is not law. 

"here is no number. The Licensing Board has a number that 

:hey use the number five, again, not in the law. They can use 

:he number one in reality. Anybody that holds themselves out 

:o be a dealer. If Z bought one for resale and this was my 

ntent, but again you could pretty much say if I bought it and 

:itled it and didn't register it and advertised it in the 

taper, X am holding myself out to be a dealer* Again, if I 

>ay sales tax to put my personal plate on it, decide to sell 

.t, that is perfectly all right. And this could happen a 

;ouple of times a year. !%en new cars were $3,000, we did it 

ivery year, no longer. 

REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN RUTCHIBSON: Any other questions? 

nr CHAIRMAN HtiTCHisrson! 

Q Do you think the Board has served the purpose now 

for the dealers and the public? 

A He need it very badly, Representative, we really do 
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You're saying have we in the past, the Board? 

Q Yes, has it helped everybody out, X mean, the 

Board? 

A He pay a lot of attention to the Licensing Board. 

lie do attend all their nestings. It is very necessary even 

with the lag. In the past sometimes hearings have been 

delayed a year or two years* But we do need that threat out 

there against that unscrupulous dealer. It is pretty much 

useless unless you can control the unlicensed dealer. Because 

this would encourage me, if I indeed have a real snail 

Investment and wanted to be a used car dealer, I would 

circumvent this. I would get a C dealer just for the license 

plate* I would be a notary or hire a notary, issue T plates 

and nobody could bother tne* This way Consumer Protection 

Etould never bother me, the Licensing Board would have no 

jurisdiction over me, there is nothing could be done. 

0 Hhat can be done between PennDOT and the Motor 

Vehicle Code, how are you supposed to issue the license and 

the regulations? 

A In all instances, the Licensing Board, when there 

is an application for a new dealer, they do send out, the one 

PennDOT form which is the application for your dealer plates. 

tfiis is always done. The Licensing Board is for the dealer 
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Lot license and the salesmen. If indeed the license is lifted, 

:hey should really, they are starting to do this now is 

soomunicate. If PermDOT has a hearing and takes a dealer's 

r plates away from him and dealer's plates, they are starting 

:o let the Board knot? that should be an automatic hearing 

:or their lot license and vice versa• In the past, the 

!02E3unication wasn't there and nobody knew if I suspended a 

iealer from the Licensing Board, fine, I didn't have a lot 

License but I still had my dealer and T plates. I went and 

icld cars. This is the distinction, (hie is a lot license. 

Chat is with the Department of State. The other, of course, 

Ls dealer and T plates. 

CHAIRMAN nUTCHBISOU: Thank you very tmich. Mr* 

loore. Give your name, rank and serial number. 

MR. MOOSE: I am Janes R. Moore. I am first 

:estifying, I am the Executive Vice-President and I am testifying 

?irst on behalf of the Pennsylvania Recreational Vehicle and 

lamping Association. Mr, Chairman, I am also going to testify 

secondly on behalf of the Pennsylvania Manufactured Housing 

Issociation. If you so desire, I will go through both of them 

>r I'll ~ 

GlAIWm HUTCHIUSOH: Go ahead. 

MR. MOOSE: Members of the House Transportation 
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Somraittee, 1 have been dealing with this Licensing Board since 

L970, In the past five ysars I have personally attended over 

30 percent of their monthly raeetings, I feel qualified to 

assess the pros and cons of this licensing body. 

The dealers saxA manufacturers of recreational 

vehicles (travel trailers, fold-down campers, and raotorhomes) 

are nandated to be licensed under Act 144. This testimony 

Ls on their behalf as directed to ms by the Board of Directors 

3f PS.VCA. 

Although I will specify and delineate the 

particular problems the PRVCA has t*ith the Motor Vehicle 

Licensing Board, I will first sot the table by generalizing. 

1 knew that the meaibers of the Ilbtor Vehicle 

Licensing Board are as frustrated and concerned over some of 

the problems we have with Act 144. But, it is their attitude 

that it is business as usual when the xihole intent of the Act 

Ls missing that infuriates honest, licensed vehicle dealers. 

Furthermore, there are four parties comprising the 

actual machinations of the llotor Vehicle Licensing Board: 

(1) The Board netibers as a body, (2) the Board executive 

secretary, (3) the attorneys representing the Board, and (4) 

the administrative! agency, the Department of State, Occupa

tional Affairs, There appears to be no system that these four 
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Individual factors feel a responsibility that they need to 

aoordinate with each other. I would like to interject that 

C don't feel that is the purpose. I feel that is just business 

is usual. Simplified it neons that (1) Occupational Affairs 

*as its rules and guidelines most often mandated by the 

attorney General's office, (2) the Board has its own set of 

rules and guidelines, (3) the attorneys have their legal 

opinions of what the rules and guidelines oust be, and (4) 

the Board executive secretary finally has her own ideas of 

srhat the rules and guidelines are based on both directives 

Eron the Board and directives from the attorneys and usually 

ieciding to side with ,:Board resolutions" even if they conflict 

7xth legal opinion. The written parameters of Act 144 are 

seemingly unimportant. The result is frustration and chaos ... 

especially by the affected dealers and manufacturers, 

?R03LEK l...this problem is larger in magnitude than all other 

>roblefss combined. Presently Act 144 does not apply to 

aalicensed dealers and manufacturer3. Therefore it only appliei 

to dealers and manufacturers who tellingly pay the fees, fill 

sut all the lengthy foreran, and subject themselves to the rules 

and wrath of the Licensing Board. This fact appallingly is 

:rue and basically toakes honest vehicle dealers and manufacturers 

appear to be stupid to submit to Act 144. 
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Anyone who wishes to sell automobilesf trucks, 

RV*s, and rocMle homes can do so where they want, when they 

;*ant, end how they want ... and this Motor Vehicle Licensing 

Board can do nothing to them. They can't even call then in 

for a hearing no natter hot? unscrupulous or dishonest they may 

ie. Tho constituents o£ Pennsylvania are presently unprotected 

against fly-by-nighters, crooked operations, or even profes

sional vehicle scams. 

The Attorney General's office has repeatedly told 

Shis Licensing Board they do not have the authority to do 

anything to people who have not willingly licensed themselves. 

Members of the House Transportation Committee, 

I suggest on behalf of PRVCA that if you cannot legislatively 

alter Act 144 to give this Hotor Vehicle Licensing Board 

authority over unlicensed activities, this Board should be 

Jone away with. Licensing only the voluntary honest of any 

Industry makes no sense whatsoever, I again stress the 

Importance of a solut$.on to this problem. 

Fortunately, there is a legislative attempt to 

alter Act 144 against unlicensed activity in II, B. 829 which 

LB being promoted by PAA. We ask your strong consideration to 

S.B. 829. Furthermore, since H.B. 829 is essentially a lengthy 

omnibus bill, we stand prepared to introduce a bill dealing 
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mly with the unlicensed activity authority. 

Some lawyers may feel they have uncovered a 

heretofore overlooked solution by stating that local district 

ittomeys could enforce Act 144 against unlicensed activity. 

'orget it. It hasn't happened and it won't happen. The 

caseload priority of any district attorney puts vehicle 

mlicensed activity so low on the totem pole, it is for all 

stents, not on the priority list. 

Give us relief against unlicensed activity or get 

>ff the backs of honest, law-abiding dealers and namifacturerss, 

And I stress off the written record that we are 

to convinced that we need relief with the unlicensed we feel 

:hat otherwise it just makes no sense for the rest of us to 

>e licensed. 

'ROBLEII 2.4. like everything written hereafter, it is assumed 

;hat problem 1 is solved by giving the Ilotor Vehicle Licensing 

loard authority over all unlicensed vehicle activities. 

'roblera 2 is eliminate subjective parameters for facility 

requirements and rules of dealership conduct by legislation ... 

md therefore remove the Motor Vehicle Licensing Board from 

instantly interpreting the rules and also mandate that "the 

ioard says" or "Board resolution" can never override or super

cede the printed rules unless it is formally printed in the 
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Pennsylvania Bulletin and formally approved as all other 

regulatory agencies ,mmt presently do. 

Xt is probably an inherent problem with all 

Licensing boards for all industries to set up rules and 

regulations to inhibit more competition rather than set up 

ainiraum standards for the good of the buying consumer, 

?erhaps if the PB3TGA represented only dealers and 

aot manufacturers, we would lean that way, also. But our 

aanufacturers would not allow us to create an atmosphere of 

perpetuating the existing dealerships at the expense* of 

Individuals desiring to start up a new Wf dealership. Frankly, 

the balance we promote is healthy for the buying consumer as 

?ell as the HV industry. 

He support the essence of the tffl Licensing Board's 

desire to have newly licensed dealerships to be professional 

Looking to better serve the public .•. even though the 

Attorney General's office has disallowed their authority to 

aandate specifics of facility requirements. 

Xn essence, if someone wants to start up an BV 

dealership, he should be furnished a ̂ rritten finite list of 

requirements and as soon as he meets all those requirements, 

tie nust be granted a license immediately, 

vte do not support any legislation to give the Wf 
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Licensing Board a blank check to work out the details of 

facility reqvJ.retiento. "fe want you, the legislators, to 

determine those parameters and only allot; cliange via legisla

tion or the Pennsylvania Bulletin which you still have the 

opportunity to approve or disapprove. We want polities 

removed ... re want opinions of board meters eliminated, 

rhis TTill also allow the Board to spend more time on legiti

mate problem, 

Although these recomended minimum facility 

requirements nay seem stringent to the novice, they may seem 

too little for existing Tl? dealers who obviously have much 

store invested than these minimum requirements. nevertheless, 

it is our association*s recommendation to the legislature 

as a minimum requirement for en aspiring SV dealer to be able 

to provide the Pennsylvania consumer a safe* serviced 

recreational vehicle. 

Therefore, our recommended minimum Wf dealership 

facility requirements are: 

1. A lot with & minimum of 5,000 square feet. A 

copy of a deed of ownership or a copy of a lease must be 

available. 3y the way, vfo&t 1 an about to read are essentially 

what this :-3otor Vehicle Licensing Board presently requires. 

We do not agree with the essence of what they are doing, we 
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t?ant everything finite. 

2. A written notice from their municipality that 

the municipality has given permission to the owners to operate 

an RV dealership in their municipality and under what name and 

address the municipality understands the business to be. 

3. An office on or relatively close (within 100 

set) to the lot of a minimum size of 240 square feet. The 

office may be a building, a mobile home or a trailer. It 

oust be approved by the Department of Labor for public 

occupancy safety. A copy of L & I approval must accompany 

application. 

Again I xiavsld li!w» to interject this is already 

law. Any public building must have L & 1 approval right now. 

So that Is not a change in the lav* 

4. A copy of a franchise agreement from an RV 

manufacturer showing that proposed dealer trill handle their 

line. 

5. Documentation either shoving that said dealer 

bas a trailer inspection station from PennDOT or a letter of 

agreement from another trailer inspection station stating they 

srill inspect the proposed dealer's trailer. 

HOTE: if dealership ±a planning on selling motor 

tames only, then a letter of agreement from any inspection 
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station qualified to inspect autonobiles will be required. 

6. Either an LP gas dealer license or IP gee 

>ulk license from Boiler Division of Labor end Industry crust 

ae available at or relatively near the dealership let* Only 

•musual facility safety conditions will allow an BV dealer 

to operate an HV dealership without an LP gas license* 

7. A sign oust be at least 12 square feet or 

BOEiply i?ith local ounicipal ordinance whichever is greater. 

ftie sign must be neat and legible as judged by the inspecting 

official. 

And again I go away from the written comments, 

7Q concurred that there should be a sign, tie feel the 

technicalities of sooo of these signs are not worth turning 

i dealership down. 

8. The narae of the dealership ideally should 

stress camping, P.V sales, trailer sales, motor home sales, or 

truck camper sales, but this rule shall not inhibit the 

granting of a dealership license specifically because of the 

iane ... providing the name is not purposely misleading and 

Beets the intent of Federal Trade Commission rules. Conversely, 

io one shall be prevented from a livelihood because of 

restrictive narae requirements falling under FTC's definition 

>f "restraint of trade". 
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3. The display lot should be level enough for 

iVfs to be displayed to allow absorption refrigerators to 

function. The surface may be pavement, gravel, or manicured 

jrass. Surface that t7ill become muddy when wet is not 

acceptable. 

10• The office shall contain a desk, file cabinet, 

it least three chairs, a telephone and a telephone number 

Listed in the name of the Wt dealership, but may be listed 

is a personal number also or as another related business such 

10 a campground, LP gas service, inspection station, or other 

:ype of vehicle dealership. 

These RV dealership facility requirements are 

mbject to review by the Legislature. The PE8TCA feels they are 

:he minimum needed to adequately and safely put customers in 

mfe EV's. 

These RV dealership facility requirements will be 

printed and furnished with each application for a new HP 

iealership. Once passed by legislation, no change can be 

aade to them other than legislation or proper Pennsylvania 

bulletin notification and approval. 

Again, off the written testimony, we would even 

msgcst once this occurs get telephone recording lis tin* all 

sarametcrs and a number. Anyone that wants it can call in and 
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listen to that recording as many times as they want to. Get 

personalities or X didn't understand how. 

PROBLEM 3 . •. THE OBLY P&EHEQUISITE FOR PARTXCTPATIHG IN A 

VEHICLE SHOW OR EXHIBITION SHOULD BE THAT THE BEALERSHIP IS 

LICENSED AED THE SALESMEH ARE LICENSED 

Presently, the voiced opinion of the Motor Vehicle 

Licensing Board nembers is that Act 144 does not address the 

ability of a vehicle dealer to sell vehicles anytyhere except 

on hie a m lot. Therefore, allowing vehicle dealers to 

display in shows, fairs, or nails is strictly their pre

rogative to rule on and set whatever rales they see fit. These 

rules continually change by the vray. 

Therefore, PRVCA suggests legislatively including 

the following in Act 144 to alleviate the Hotor Vehicle 

Licensing Board of accepting; responsibility of an uncovered 

area, and also eliminating rules which could be looked upon 

as roadblocks to prevent a dealer from realising his full 

business potential. 

1. Any licensed dealer may participate in any 

vehicle show, exhibition, fair exhibit, or mall exhibit by 

notifying the M7 Licensing Board in writing with the following 

information at least 30 days prior to the opening of the show, 

if possiblei (a) Kama and address of dealership, (b) FennDOT 
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dealership identification number, (e) dates of show, (d) 

address of show, (e) name of show promoter, (£) name of show, 

If known. 

2. The dealer does not need to receive authorisa

tion bade from the Licensing; Board. Upon receipt of this 

announcement by a dealer that they are participating in a 

shot?, the Board office need only concern themselves with (1) 

the fact that the dealer is licensed, (2) they are notified 

that everyone participating in the show is licensed, and (3) 

Investigate the show promoter, 

NOTE: This will accomplish several things. First, 

it keeps the Motor Vehicle Licensing Board doing 

what they are supposed to fee doing ... licensing 

vehicle dealers, not telling them hot? they can 

market their vehicles. Secondly, it eaves their 

one and a half person office staff the tine and 

trouble to notify evory dealer in writing after 

taking the entire Board's tine to approve it. This 

will allow the Board to spend more tine on genuine 

vehicle dealer problesna. Furthermore, the 

monthly agenda is often overlooked with these 

types of ninor problems that ultimate notification 

becomes a genuine workload. A recent case in 
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point where an Stf dealer was approved to have an 

open lot show including to he open on Sunday, the 

dealer was not notified in writing that he was 

approved until 18 days later. The reason given 

was that they did not receive board minutes back 

until sometime two weeks after the taeetiag. Hy 

complaint that this was another example of bureau

cratic sovernment red tape making life nore diffi

cult for the small businessman was net with rebuke 

by the entire Board* They pointed out, rightfully 

so, if the dealer had notified thera with 60 days* 

notice it wouldn't have been a problem. Therefore, 

doing away with the Board notifying the dealers 

will eliminate this situation. 

3. If the dealer has indicated show dates 

including a Sunday, the 1<1 censing Board has the option to send 

an investigator to assure vehicle Sunday Sales laws are not 

broken. 

X wish to comnent that the Motor Vehicle Licensing 

Soard has always been overly exuberant to investigate vehicle 

shows to enforce Sunday Sales* 

For instance, &i Wf dealer asked permission in 

writing to be open on Sunday for a four-day show on his own 
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Lot, The dealer was being above board. The Board sent an 

Investigator to chock If the dealer was "selling" rather 

$vm "exhibiting" his W ' s o n a Sunday. The dealer told the 

Investigator that the sioblle home dealer 200 yards up the 

road was open on that sauna Sunday and asked the investigator 

Lf ho van going to check bin out for breaking the Sunday Sales 

Law. The investigator said no, he "had no instructions or 

written cosplaint to investigate that dealer," 

Hembers of the House Transportation Committee, 

:he dealer xiho voluntarily asked permission for bein^ open on 

Sunday was harassed, The blatant dealer who didn't ask was 

lot investigated. 

X brought this situation to the attention of the 

licensing Board and they expressed imatience and even 

righteousness that their investigator didn't check out the 

>ther dealer because they didn't have a written coraslaint. It 

Ls this kind of action/ inaction and this kind of attitude that 

nave created a completely negative feeling toward the Motor 

Vehicle Licensing Board. And the amazing thing is that the 

k>ard seems oblivious to it. 

Enforcement of Sunday Sales laws at shows while 

silicensed activity £louriohes around thcsa stick in the craw 

>f nearly all vehicle dealers. 
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4. Regulate the show promoter. Put working into 

legislation, perhaps H.B, 829, which sets rules far the show 

promo tor. Acid I interject also that I am a show promoter. 

For any show or exhibit or mall display, require 

the promoter to pay a fee as high or lot; as deemed necessary, 

perhaps based on the number of days the show is open to the 

public, coupled with providing data to the Board office before 

the show promoter has authority to hold a shoe? anywhere except 

a licensed dealer lot, 

The promoter should be required by law to provide 

(A) name of show, (B) dates of show, (C) location of show, 

(D) nasaes of participating dealers and manufacturers and their 

D.I.II.'s, which is Dealership Identification Eumbers, (E) names L 

addresses, and $25 fee for every out-of-state dealer 

participating in his show, and (F) a statement from the promoter 

asq>laining how they plan to operate the show on Sunday, if 

applicable. 

Bo not allow the KV Licensing Board permission to 

require dealers who participate in shows to fill out additional 

forms and paper work. Xf the dealer is licensed, that should 

be enough. 

During the past two years, the Licensing Board 

lac required dealers to obtain off-promise licenses every time 
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they participate in a show or exhibit. The natter© of 

isarketing Rtf's is to participate in various shows. Soiae of 

our dealers are in five-sis shows per year* 

the Licensing Board has required our dealers to 

pay a $25 fee, plus fill out a long involved form which has 

to be notarised .., every tioe they enter a different show. 

From their initial inception of the :'off-premises 

license" I have directly objected and continually told the 

Board they were illegally charging fees which Act 144 did not 

address« 

At the Board ineeting in December of 1982, Bob 

Fenton of the Pennsylvania Automobile Association and I net 

with the Board, jointly asking them to iasaediately cease the 

illegal off "premises license. Tie expressed that to our 

knowledge all automobile, W, and nobile home dealers were 

upset with the Board over it. 

The Board asked us to leave while they went into 

executive session. They called us back in, told us they had a 

discussion on the "off-premises license". Then a motion was 

made, seconded and approved by every Board laenber present 

with Stanley Miller, Cosaaissioner of Occupational Affairs 

voting "nay" for the record in his objection. The motion 

that was passed was that they would continue the "of f-precises 
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license'' fees and forms through May 31, 1983, hereby It would 

then be cancelled, which meant charge the fees throughout the 

1983 shot? season, Their Board attorneys always advised them 

they could not charge an off -premises license fee. 

Presently» that raeans the illegal "off-premises 

license" does not exist. However, at any future Board meeting 

they could vote it to ho effective again. 

In the last session I had a legislative bill 

sponsored by Jim Burd and a host of other legislators fchich 

would outlaw the Ilotor Vehicle Licensing Board from charging 

an off-premises license fee and requiring voluminous red-tape 

forms for vehicle dealers* Perhaps this bill should be 

reintroduced to talce away that legislative power of the Board. 

PB0BLEH 3 ... presently if a vehicle dealer changes his 

business name, even minutely, or has any change in ownership, 

the Motor Vehicle Licensing Board requires that dealer to fill 

out new dealership licensing forms, submit all the requirements, 

like photographs of dealership,etc., like they have never been 

ia business before. Then the State Police must investigate 

the business like they do for a new dealer. 

Often a dealer drops a partner or adds a son or 

daughter as a partner or officer of their corporation. The 

above procedure must bo followed when these changes happen. 
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[Jhy can't the Board be satisfied with a piece of paper up

dating the ownership of the business or changing the name of 

Che business. 

The dishonest people with criminal records they 

are trying to catch are not going to get caught in this system. 

Set the honest dealer isist be subjected to this time-consuming, 

costly bureaucratic red tape. I cannot believe the consti

tuents of Pennsylvania are being served better by this 

requirement. Furthermore, it is a waste of valuable state 

policeman's schedule. 

PSDBUS? 6 ... Ho recreational vehicle dealer is authorized to 

sit on the Licensing Board. Ma ask that an RV dealer be 

legislatively authorized to become part of the Manufacturers, 

Dealers and Salesman's Licensing Board. 

II.B. 029 presently has wording that would accomplisp 

this. 

Truly, we have not been poorly represented in the 

past. The tsobilehome dealer Board aaiaber is a former Wf 

dealer and fully understands the industry. 

nevertheless, ue ash strong consideration to have 

an RV dealer appointed to the Manufacturers, Dealers and 

Saleonen Licensing Board. 

PROBLEM 7 ... Ho decisions, opinions, or resolutions that are 
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not part of Act 144 or have been approved through the 

Pennsylvania Bulletin shall he enforceable on dealers, 

manufacturers and salesmen of this state, 

This really shouldn't have to he said, but since 

Act 144 was last amended in 1973, the nunber of tltaes they 

have had anything approved in the Pennsylvania Bulletin is 

incredibly small, Ho other state agency can operate otherwise* 

BO tjhy can the ?£anu£aetursrs, Dealers and Salesmen Licensing 

Board, 

Several months ago, I learned that by Board resolu

tion they had decided that no show or eshihit could be open 

on a Sunday for any reason, I treat in the nest Board meeting 

and strenuously objected and they relented. The result is 

they are upset uith we and are probably going to put harassing 

any show open on Sunday ao one of their top priorities* 

T'That I ash is simple. The Board be forced to 

operate that they understand that their "Beard resolution" 

moans nothing if their attorneys tell them it's illegal or it 

kas to be approved in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. 

Secondly, the 32oard secretary understands that 

"the Board says"1 has no authority if it is not in the para

meter of Act 144 or approved in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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And I'll stop here for questions for the KV 

Industry if Z may, sir. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHL1S0N: Any questions? 

BEPK2SEHTATIVE LLOYD: I would like to comment. 

ttiis is a horror story. You know, 1 thought as you were 

going through this, gee, what these people need is a good 

Lawyer, What you are alleging is they don't listen to their 

Lawyer. I will give then an opportunity to respond. But 

there is so many points here, trying to do things without 

following the regulations. I would suggest on the Sunday 

Sales they might want to talk with somebody who's familiar 

*ith the Supreme Court decision on the blue laws. 

CFAXISiAH HUTCHINSON: See, well, they asked for 

i law so they wouldn't be open on Sundays, the dealers, only 

for shows. We passed a law especially for dealers to keep 

them all honest so they wouldn't sell on Sunday. So I mean 

Shis is — 

REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: Was that constitutional? 

CHAI8MA2J HOTGKIHSCHh Well i t was held constitu

tional. They wanted i t . We passed i t r ight after the Supreme 

3ourt rul ing. 

MR. MOOR": I f I may comment, the intention of 

the 3oard i s very honorable, each member as well as the t o t a l 
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Board. Their main Intention is to do away with unethical 

business practices. There is no doubt in my mind to this, 

It is just* X don't like giving this testimony, but X an 

directed to by our membership and our Board of Directors 

because we have so many cases of people trying to become a 

dealer and it depends who they talk to, or as you said before, 

three or four times before you get the whole game plan. X 

think it is disorganisation and they are trying to operate 

with a blank gun. They really don't have the legal requirements 

for the facility requirements. I agree, by the way* with the 

facility requirements. All X cm saying is let's legalize it, 

put it in black and white and then you don't have to hire a 

lawyer, hey, you need so many things you got to have. Once 

you have them you should be allowed to have a dealership. 

BY REPEESEKTATIVE LLOYD: 

Q See, my problem is that they have the moving 

party in putting into place the regulations is the Board. 

There may be some reason that they can give that would justify 

why they haven't done that. But we have given them the 

authority, X assume they have the authority under Act 144, 

to promulgate regulations. They have chosen for whatever 

reason not to do that, X think, for instance, you say on page 

three of your testimony, that the Attorney General's office 
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told them they don't have the authority to mandate the specific 

tacilities' requirements. 

If they don't have the authority to do it with 

IV, I would question whether they have the authority to do it 

r/ith any other kind of motor vehicle. 

A Well let's go back to 1973. That is when the law 

ffas changed. The people who were on the Board» with the 

sxceptlon of two people are gone. The people who were in 

3ccupational Affairs, Department of State, they are gone. All 

those attorneys who should have done something 73-74 did 

lothing. These new Board members come on, they make the 

assumption that it has already been done. You know back at 

the ranch the errors of the people prior to them are still 

going on. It is really — you cannot put the blame on the 

people right now because it goes back a long way. 

CHAIRMAN HBTCHPTSO!*: If you leave it go over sis 

nonths, you are at fault. I mean, if there are no regulations 

Ln the Bureau of Occupational Affairs, then right now it is 

their fault. The same way a couple other boards try, and you 

can't do it. It is like a woman's poker game. You change 

the rules every day. 

!IR. I9D0RE: Well it seems the enemy though is the 

Attorney General's office. I know they have tried and they 
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just go down in flames every time. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCEIHSON: Can X ask the Board members, 

end Mr* Miller, do you have regulations for any of the boards? 

MR. MILLER* Yes, sir. 

BY CKAIEMAN HBTCHIESOJT, (To Mr. Miller) 

Q How cones this board doesn't have any? 

A This has some. It does not have, the regulations 

Mhich you are referring to, I would have to refer to Mr. 

Lipsi, You have asked for reflations? 

MR. LIPSI: Yes we have as?ced for regulations. 

Every time we have submitted them, they have always been 

rejected. We need your help very badly. 

BY REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: (To Mr, Moore) 

Q On what basis have they been rejected? What is 

the reason that the Attorney General gives you? 

A They can't legally do it, then I don't know what 

that means. But I have been dealing with it long enough that 

they just, I recall one time about four years ago we sat with 

the Licensing Board and had a whole list of things for 

facility requirements. The State Police sat in on it, PennDOT 

sat in on it, we spent about four months doing this and we 

ended up x?ith about 20 pages. It stayed with the Attorney 

General's office about s*x nonths and they came back and they 
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just went down the H o t and said no, no, no. They just went 

right down. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: Mr. Lipsi. 

MR. LIPSI: The only regc wo do not have are the 

facility rags. Others ve do. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHIttSON: You have all the regulations 

like the rest of then? I have seen the ones for Cosmetology 

Board, they all have the regulations. 

MR, LANDIS: Do you have then for tent shows? 

MR. LIPSIj no. 

MR* MOORE: In the Pennsylvania Bulletin there is 

something that has been printed regarding the shows* That is 

correct, 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: Regulations? 

MR. KOORE: Yes, sir. 

SY CHAIRJJAN HOTCHINSGH: 

Q Do you have a chance, 30 days, to go in and give 

jrour opinion? 

A Yes, sir* I don't cay I like what is in there, 

but it is legal, yes, sir* 

Q They have 30 days? 

A Yes, sir. 

REPRESENTATIVE LLOYD: I would appreciate if we 
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sould get a copy of some letter from the Attorney General 

jfeich told you that, flow, X can see a number of reasons why 

is might say that we can't do this. One is that the statute 

ioesn^ give you the authority to eat facility requirements, 

fou are shaking your head. Maybe that is the problem. I am 

lot sure 1 disagree with that policy. 1 am not particularly 

lappy with your facilities' requirement, but if that is the 

problem at least pet as. understanding, if you got a piece of 

>aper the Committee can look at so we know — if we are going 

so be asked to pass a statute that says the Board shall have 

she authority to promulgate regulations on facilities, I am 

lot so sure I am going to vote for that. But I would like to 

mow a little bit more on paper r̂ hat the Attorney General has 

sold you. 

$1R. tIPSI: T-fe will submit it. 

CHAIR1A?* HUTCHINSON: Somebody sent us the 

regulations that you have already written and are okayed 

through the Bulletin, signed by the General Assembly, 

MR. LIPS!: Yes, sir. 

CHAIRMAN HOTCHETSOR: Today it is a lot harder 

to get a regulation, a lot more paper work, because it goes 

through the Commission. But if you can get about ten or 

Fifteen copies to vy office in care of Jin Martini, 1 would 
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like to look at thorn. 

BY PSPRESENtATIVE LLOYD: (To Mr. Emerson) 

Q One other question on this unlicensed activity. 

5Tou ore satisfied — X have not had a chance to look at the 

statute that closely, but this statute does not give the Board 

the same authority most other boards hove on unlicensed 

activity. But X thought the prosecutors said that they did 

have the authority to pursue unlicensed activity? 

A It is a result of the Commonwealth Attorneys Act. 

His have to request deputization or delegation from the 

Attorney General. 

Q Okay, so this is the same issue where it really 

isn't a situation in vMeh we have to pass a law giving 

somebody in the state the authority to go out and prosecute 

unlicensed activity? 

A The Attorney General has the final authority. 

Q Okay, so this is just a bureaucratic problem of 

the elected Attorney General and you are working that out? 

!4R. MOORE: Sir, if X may interject, we have 

been trying to deal with the Attorney General *s office for 

five years getting through this bureaucratic scenario. When 

you go back to the ranch, we are still at square one. Xf 

this Licensing Board calls me/ as a dealer and determines that 
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I have cheated the constituents of Pennsylvania and they came 

up with an odometer and everything else, I pay the fines or 

whatever. So I say, okay, here Is my license. I don't want 

to be licensed any core. 1 won't pay the $25 fee. 

ÔT\T I can 30 out m& do whatever I want. You can 

cay, well, you can't do that or the district attorney will 

jump all ovor you. it doesn't happen, and that is ray point 

:?hy I disagree. TTc do neer' legislation. 

Q See, there are two ways you can approach that 

problem. One tiould be to give the Board the authority to call 

you in If you are an unlicensed practitioner and levy a fine 

or put you in Jail? 

A Sight. 

Q The other wsy to do it is to give the Board the 

authority to take you to court over that and that is a classic, 

philsophleal arsunent as to whether boards ought to have that 

authority or whether they shouldn't. But what I want to make 

clear is that we arc satisfied that this Board does have the 

Legal authority to take you to court. The question then 

beeones whether they have the manpower to do that, and they 

haven't bean given that tnanpower up till now. 

A TThen you go bade to the ranch, it is never being 

3onc« My people, alor.g with others, they are very upset over 
i 
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Little things like Sunday Sales and all this. TJhen they know 

;hat there is people surrounding then who aren't licensed, 

:hey arc laughing: at this. They thin!c we, the ethical people, 

aho believe in facility requirements are dumb because anybody 

san get away with it* 

Q See, what these people are trying to say though is 

:hat this Board if it were given adequate staff could today 

>e out prosecuting those people. Had it not been for the fact 

:hat the people of this Cforaonwealth decided that they wanted 

an elected Attorney General and the Legislature decided that 

aeant the Attorney General was going to be the Cossaonwealth 

representative in certain court cases. 

A Sir, if X nay add, in lieu of the budget scenario 

:hat we have not?, it doesn't sound feasible that we are going 

:o get nore money to put nore staff on this Board to do this. 

foeseforo, it would be much easier financially, give them the 

authority to call unlicensed people in without the additional 

manpower and let then do it* They can do it. They used to 

lo it many years ago, in the early '70*s and it was very 

affective. Once they quit bringing in the unlicensed people, 

ay taetibership says, why do we pay this license fee when the 

unlicensed people laugh at us. And it is a legitimate question, 

Q Well, your position would be that what we ought to 
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do is give this Board, and presumably other people would argue 

the same for other boards, the authority to bring In the 

unlicensed practitioner and define him for unlicensed practice. 

A Hot only is this definitely needed, 1 suspect some 

of the complaints I have put down here would probably disappear 

because they would have something nore legitimate to be doing 

rather then worry about those petty things. The petty things 

are people would not object to if they felt there was a 

system that was keeping a dishonest person from attacking the 

consumers. 

SEPEESENTATIV2 LLOYD: Thank you. 

CIXAIiaZAS? KOTGHiTSOH: Co on to the other. 

MR. I250P3: The next 1c on behalf of the Pennsyl

vania Manufactured Housing Association. 

On behalf of the Bosrd of Directors of the 

Pennsylvania Ilanuf&cturod Housing Association, we ask your 

consideration for the following: 

1. Legislation removing mobile homes from Act 144 

completely and instituting a Manufactured Housing 

Licensing Board. 

The state of the art of the manufactured housing 

Industry is such that the common ground the industry has with 

the automobile industry sad the recreational vehicle industry 
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is nearly nonexistent. We recognize that the unique size of 

our homes requires special attention sad consideration in the 

Pennsylvania Vehicle Code. T?o have no dispute with this. 

However, the marketing and servicing of a manu

factured home is no longer "vehicle" marketing. Land location, 

zoning, and hone financing are the throe biggest factors 

before a sale is consusrcaated — while these same factors have 

nothing to do with normal vehicle sales, 

Every manufactured home must be built to a stringent 

Federal HTJD standard. Svery aspect of construction from 

insulation to fire-retardant materials to finite-sized 

proportioned designs to mandatory smoke detectors to exact 

type and size of building material to undercarriages is 

covered by the federal standard. 

Furthermore, our industry still has problems 

such as proper leveling installation, freeze-line knowledge 

for plucking as well as insulation factors, transportation 

srtf «5ty of oversize movements, sales tax and use tax laws 

completely unknown to any vehicle dealer, financing problems 

of 15-year installment loans with VA an-5 HTA requirements, 

parameters of 30-year mortgages now offered by VA, federal 

laws affecting only mobile home salesmen, but not vehicle 

salesmen, an understanding of appreciation rate schedules versus 
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so tor-controlled vehicle depredation schedules. 

This list could go on* The point is that vehicle 

Sealers and salesman do not understand these issues because 

they don:t have them in their industry. It is not a criticism 

»f vehicle dealers* past and present. On the contrary, they 

save been extremely open-ninded. The mobile home Board member, 

\xt Loch* lias done an admirable job. We would seek to have 

lis experience and guidance spearheading a new Manufactured 

lousing Licensing Board* 

Furthermore, the Department of Cotanxunity Affairs 

presently is Pennsylvania's legal IIUD representative through 

:he Office of Hobile and Industrialized Housing. They have 

axperieneed professionals who knot? the manufactured housing 

Industry and the federal standards intents. 

Therefore, wc of the Pennsylvania Manufactured 

lousing Association, ask that a Manufactured Housing Licensing 

Soard be created with a group tjho can assure that Pennsylvania 

sonsumars are not only being treated fairly, but have a Board 

technically knowledgeable to handle the actual problem of 

the industry. 

We would ask guidance of both your Committee and 

Che Commissioner of Occupational Affairs to set up the proper 

parameters and assure that formation of a new licensing board 
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le f iscal ly sound. The most conservative estimates of 

proliferation of manufactured housing products predict a large 

Increase — which we feci means the timing i s now r ight to 

lave Pennsylvania progressively regulate our industry to 

srotect the consumer and the legitimate r e t a i l e r s and manu

facturers against unscrupulous business practices* 

We would suggest the Board be composed of perhaps 

three to five licensed Fiobile home dealers, three to five 

xmers of mobile homes, two manufacturers of mobile homes, a 

representative of the Office of Ttobile and Industrialized 

lousing of the Department of Community Affairs, and a 

representative of the Bureau of Consumer Protection. 

There i s no hidden motive within our proposal for 

a Ilanufactured Housing Licensing Board. I f anything, more 

Lndustry trade associations naturally promote less government 

:ontrol and less regulation. Our goals are long-range* We 

recognize we have a poor image in some minds. But we*re 

confident enough in our new HUD standard product to l e t i t 

stand on i t s own merit and shov the Pennsylvania constituency 

that we are a viable and honorable industry — str iving to 

>etter our image today to enhance and challenge our manufacture! 

lousing industry of tomorrow, 

Please consider legislat ion for a Manufactured 
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lousing Licensing Board. 

2. Legislation giving authority to the Manu

facturers, Dealers, Salesmen Licensing Board to have authority 

over unlicensed activity. He concur with the essence of 

cocsnents from the Pennsylvania Recreational Vehicle and 

Camping Association licensing only voluntary honest businessmen 

aalces no sense. 

3. Facility requirements for a mobile home 

dealership (as long as nobile homes are still under the 

Jurisdiction of Act 144) would be the same as RV dealerships 

with the following changes: 

a. No requirement for L,F. Gas License or L.P. 

Sas monitoring equipment* 

b. Ho requirement for a PennDOT inspection station. 

c. A minimum of 10*000 square foot lot for a 

nobile home dealership. 

d. A letter of authorisation from a manufactured 

housing manufacturer stating that proposed dealer will be a 

franchised dealer for that manufacturer. 

e. A letter stating the proposed dealer has either 

Che capability or name agency he would contract to move and 

properly install a manufactured home. 

4. We coDpletely concur with the testimony given 
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MI behalf of the Pennsylvania Recreational Vehicle and Camping 

Association. Our Board of Directors met Jointly with their 

3oard of Directors to discuss the areas of difference and 

agreement. Our areas of difference are noted in our afore-

aentioned three comments. For the record the Pennsylvania 

Manufactured Housing Association officially reiterates the 

Pennsylvania Recreational Vehicle and Camping Association's 

soraments, but in the interest of tine of this Committee we do 

lot feel it necessary to waste your valuable tine repeating 

:hem. 

On behalf of the Board of Directors of the 

Pennsylvania Manufactured Housing Association our President, 

-arry Normandeau of Quakertown, Pennsylvania, asks me to 

sonvey our sincere thanks for the opportunity to express our 

/•lews. 

CHAIRMAN UTJTCHINSON: Any questions? 

(Sfo response,) 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: Thank you, sir. Michael 

tekula. 

MR. PEKULA: On behalf of Attorney General LeRoy 

Zimmerman, Z appreciate the opportunity to comment on the 

recent Sunset Performance Audit of the State Board of Motor 

Vehicle Manufacturers, Dealers and Salesmen. 
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I would like to limit my comments today to the 

overlapping enforcement responsibilities of the Board and my 

office in the area of consurer protection, 

As the Sunset Audit Indicates, the Bureau of 

Consumer Protection has been and continues to be active in the 

Investigation of both licensed and unlicensed motor vehicle 

dealers. As a civil law enforcement agency, charged specifical

ly with enforcement of the Pennsylvania Unfair "Trade Practices 

and Consumer Protection Law, the Bureau has in the past 

concentrated on the advertising and promotional activities of 

aotor vehicle dealers and has brought injunctive actions to 

Sialt those practices which lead to confusion, misunderstanding 

and actual and potential fraud. Among these practices are 

"bait and switch" tactics, Illegal tie-ins, nondelivery, 

breach of warranty, exorbitant financing, and on and on. In 

1976, the Bureau promulgated the Pennsylvania Automotive 

rrade Practice Industry Regulations which provide comprehensive 

guidance for both new and used notor vehicle dealers in the 

area of advertising and sales disclosure. A copy of these 

regulations have been provided for your review. 

More recently, Attorney General Zimmerman has 

initiated a crackdown on a consumer problem which he has 

characterized as "consumer fraud out of control." That is the 
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problem of odometer tampering. With the assistance of many 

different state and local law enforcement authorities and 

regulatory bodies, including the State Soard of *?otor Vehicle 

Manufacturers, Dealers and Salesmen, our office has attempted 

to vigorously enforce, and Indeed, rewrite the civil and 

criminal sanctions for those engaged in such activity. As a 

result, on August 14, 1983, a brand new anti-odometer tampering 

law will go into effect which will authorise both the state 

Attorney General and the county District Attorney Offices to 

bring civil and criminal actions against such individuals 

whether they be licensed dealers or otherwise. 

At this time, the Bureau of Consumer Protection 

has been the only law enforcement agency in this Commonwealth 

which has actively Investigated and penalized acts of odometer 

tampering. This year, our office has already filed legal 

actions against 26 used car dealers resulting in the recovery 

of civil penalties totalling over $140,000 for such activity, 

I bring this information to your attention simply 

to demonstrate for you the extent to which consumers in 

Pennsylvania are already protected by the Office of Attorney 

General, It is therefore our conclusion that the public 

welfare and safety would not be jeopardized within these 

specific areas of consumer protection were the Board to be 
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terminated. 

As X have already Indicated, the Bureau of Consumer 

Protection has also been actively Involved in the investigation 

>f unlicensed motor vehicle sales activity. Clearly, for our 

purposes, the aero failure to obtain a license does not 

automatically rise to the level of fraud or unfair practice 

rhlch would automatically mandate legal action under our 

statute* However, from time-to-time our office has, in fact, 

pressed for and obtained legally binding assurances from 

xnlicensed dealers to refrain from sales until complying with 

state licensing requirements* With respect to this issue, we 

recommend that any regulatory body which is to be charged 

rlth a licensing function should have concurrent enforcement 

authority to prosecute those individuals who choose to avert 

she licensing mandate, Such an anti-competitive situation 

slearly puts legitimate businessmen at a competitive disadvan

tage and we believe that the licensing authority should have 

:he ability to eliminate this particular disadvantage. 

I now invite questions from the Committee, 

CHAIRMAN IILTCHIUSON: Any questions? Mike, Paul? 

HR. LAITOIS: No. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHinSGN: Bill. 
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BY REPBESEOTATIVE LLOYD: 

Q Mr. Pekula, you heard the discussion with the 

spokesmen for the. JW Associations discussing the possibility 

of giving this Board and perhaps other boards the authority 

to call to a public hearing those people charged with unllcense! 

activities and then to fine them or something that would give 

the Board maybe aease and 'desist powers, some kind of authority 

that they would not necessarily have to go to the court first. 

Is that basically what you are suggesting? 

A That is bcsieally what we are suggesting as well. 

It seems to us that licensing boards probably have more 

access to that information, that is, who are the people out 

there who are not complying with th<? basic requirement of 

getting a license. That is not the kind of information that 

the Office of the Attorney General would receive. Private 

Individuals are not going to complain to, say, the Bureau of 

Consumer Protection if the guy selling cars on the street 

Wasn't filed to get a license. The way the bureau finds out 

about these operations is from the Board itself or from rival 

businessmen who feel that they are being placed at a disad

vantage with these unlicensed people. The curbatoners or 

In the case of the 71V dealers, the gyosy, the so-called gypsy 

RV dealers who travel v? imA dovn the state. 
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So I think the key here, especially with respect 

to the gypsy people,, is that there be some very quick, 

sompetent way of addressing the problem without having become 

Involved in the procedure and timeliness of having followed 

through. 

Q In your office, in the Office of the Attorney 

General, is not the one involved, is it, with this deputizing, 

ate? 

A 1 understand the problem. 1 an familiar with the 

problem* There is a procedure that I am somewhat familiar 

alth. The Board would allow or authorize the prosecuting 

attorney for the boards and does he need the authority to 

enforce these criminal statutes. 1 $uess if you would ask 

someone in the Attorney General1 s Office, 1 am really not 

the guy to ask because I don't know about the problem. I 

think the answer would be the board probably has not come 

forth recently, at least in recent weeks with any specific 

squests to have that deputization made. And X think there 

are some very good reasons for tfcat. Primarily being that 

very United as far as manpower and staff to prosecute those 

kinds of cases. 

Q Do you think as far as odometer enforcement if 

:7e eliminated this Board — 
! 
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A X could be — 

Q You are not recommending that we terminate the 

Board because you see other things that they have to do? 

A Correct. 

Q Are there other things other than just odometer 

turnbacks that your office could be regulating that the 

Board doesn't have the manpower to regulate? 

A Yes, exactly. M d 1 think, as 1 have noted in 

ay comments; namely, many of the sales practices, the deceptive 

advertising, bait and switch, the types of complaints that 

people, individuals really feel the impact, experience them 

firsthand, they feel that they have been misled, confused or 

steply ripped off. They know there is a Consumer Protection 

agency. There are offices, places to go for help. The 

average citizen doesn't even know that there is a licensing 

board to go to when you have that kind of problem* So I am 

aot sure taking that responsibility authority away from the 

Board would have any real irpact. Nobody really necessarily 

joes to then in the first instance. They come to us or they 

go to the state or county offices or some local body to try 

to get some help. 

Q Do you think you ought to have exclusive jurisdic

tion over those kinds of things? 
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A Well, as It is now jurisdiction is pretty well 

ihared between the Attorney General and the district attorneys 

>f local counties. 

Q Well, i should rephrase that. X mean, do you 

think the DA's and the Attorney General should have exclusive 

jurisdiction as opposed to the Board also out there trying 

:c prosecute somebody for bait and switch and those types of 

;onfusion? 

A Well, Z am not sure that it is a question of 

whether or not we should have exclusive jurisdiction. I 

£uess it is a question of how many different responsibilities 

md jobs you want to assign to a regulatory body which is 

already limited as to resources and staff. It seems to me 

Lf you can pinpoint specifically those areas that you feel are 

si licensing board should address to the exclusion of others, 

Lt probably would more than help to allow the board to set 

ip their own priorities as to the kinds of activities they 

should, be targeting. For example, the unlicensed activity 

;hich, because of many of these other areas of responsibility, 

C am sure the boards themselves have not bothered to $et into. 

& d as Mr. Moore has indicated, Z think it really is an area 

that the boards could really be of service to the citizens of 

the Commonwealth. 
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Q Finally, when you have somebody that you have 

gotten for bait and switch, and 00 forth* or odometer turnbacks, 

£0 yon share that information with the Board so that they can 

revoke a license? 

A Not necessarily. It will depend on the severity 

of the case, the nature of the offense that we proceed and 

Aether or not we, in the bureau, feel it is something that 

rises to the level of severity that perhaps the question rises 

as to the legitimacy or the purpose of that person having a 

License* There are many very technical violations about 

automobile regulations which many of the new and used car 

dealers are probably in violation of right now. TTell, we 

could legally go after them, in fact, we do extract all sorts 

of legal agreements from these people relative to these 

technical violations* In many cases they really don't rise 

bo the level of degree of offenslveness• So we feel It would 

be mandated to board attention. To the extent, however, that 

it does, for example, Involve odometer rollback, our regional 

office has been instructed to make those cases known to the 

Licensing Board. It really is a matter of discretion involved* 

BY CHAIRMAM HUTCHIRSGB: 

Q Don't you think It is as much right for you to 

tell them if you have somebody did something wrong than them 
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:ell you or I tell you? You are withholding evidence where 

:hey have a right to tTithdraw the license from the person. 

A Well again — 

Q Why should you make that decision? 

A Well, X guess maybe we shouldn't. I think from a 

practical standpoint though, again, as X mentioned, there are 

i lot of technical violations. 

Q You want to get a conviction so you do anything 

:o get a conviction. 

A Hell one problem that we have is that a lot of the 

sases which we resolve are resolved prior to any real litiga-

:ion. T'Je extract the agreement with the businessman, say, a 

lotor vehicle dealer and let's say we use the bait and switch 

sessile. We see their advertising going on. We 3hop the 

Lealer* We find out you can't get the car that is advertised, 

classic bait and switch, Wc go to the dealer and say, Mr. 

tealer, you violated the law. You are conducting yourself in 

en illegal way. It is going to have to stop. We are prepared 

:o sue you. So we'll advertise this fact in the local media. 

teu will have to pay the fine and restitution, whatever the 

remedy is. Are you prepared to defend yourself in a lawsuit? 

fo, no way. llow about if we settle it in some other fashion. 

fo have in our law a procedure, by the way, it is assurance of 
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voluntary compliance by which the dealer, rather than adalt 

to doing anything wrong now, It Is aort of a plea bargain, 

«grees in the future not to conduct himself illegally. Now, 

that is not an admission of any wrongdoing. So X am not sure 

to that extent that legal action, that document is really 

proof of anything that the Licensing Board could use to revoke 

the license, 

Q One other question then. They said this afternoon, 

and I donft knot? whether you nean in Consumer Affairs, they 

said that the Attorney General has turned down some regulations 

that they have put in* Could you check for us? 

A I would be happy to do that. You are talking 

about the facility requirements? 

Q M y regulations that have been turned down. 

A I'll be happy to find out. But you want, I think 

the question is whether or not there has been some letter or 

correspondence officially prohibiting the bureau or Board 

from acting* 

MR. ??ARTE!I: A legal opinion, what the reasons 

mve, the reasons for turning them down. 

CHAXHHAH HCTCHIMSOHJ Yes. 

MR. PSICDLA: I'll be happy to get that information 

for you. 
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CEAIKMAN HUTCHINSON: Go ahead, Charlie. 

¥ SEPBESEHTATIVE HAHXLL: 

Q I want to follow tip something that X think several 

eople said this riming and you brought it to light when you 

aid you don't necessarily deal with the Board and don't 

ecessarily keep them advised of natters. And I forget who it 

as this morning, Z guess it was Dario, that said that they 

ad found that the Soard was notified of a problen they were 

nveetignting and you were notified and you were investigating 

hen PexmDOT was notified of a problen and they were investi~ 

ating and you found three investigators almost investigating 

hcmselves at the same premises. Z think somebody else 

^iterated that. That sometimes they'll show up and find that 

oaebody from PennDOT has already been there, The State 

olicetaan X believe said that. X think it is almost itaperative 

hat you have to let than know if you're out there. How do 

ou know that they haven't been notified of a bait and switch 

nd the State Police haven't been notified of a bait and switch 

nd PennDOT hasn't been notified and you got four guys sitting 

ut in the office investigating the exact same offense. X 

hink there really has to be an awful lot more coordination 

ere to let everybody really know what is happening. And if 

ou are handling it, then they can wash their hands of it. Say, 
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that Is great, but not? we know it is being taken care of or 

the ease thins with the State Police, 

A Well, I guess in response, the different agencies 

are really looking at different types of remedies I guess. 

Our concern is not so much with necessarily the businessman 

staying within the licensing function, but really with respect 

to how the end user, the consumer has been affected. ?4hen we 

go to court, it is not necessarily to put a businessman out 

of business, it is more or less to try to recover or restore 

for the consumer either money or damages or what have you, 

Q Hell I'll tell you, you talk about bait and switch, 

that is really almost an illegal advertising practice. They 

are working on that. You are working on bait and switch. To 

roe they are almost the same thing. So you got somebody out 

investigating which costs money, They have got somebody out 

Investigating. That seems to be an awful waste of time when 

if you have the facility or if the State Police have facili

ties, then you knot? that they are doing it and they knot? that 

they are doing it. Everybody knows they are doing it. So 

you don't have four different people show up four different 

days investigating the exact same offense, 

A That is correct, X guess my question would be 

what prosecutorial authority the Board would have other than 
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revoke the license to develop that information. It seems to 

ne that whether or not they revoke the license or not, that 

Ls information the Attorney General's Office probably should 

lave. 

Q Sure. You should know what they are investigating, 

>ut they should know vice versa. 

CHAISKAH HUTC3XNS0N: That should be the other way 

iround. 

EEPEfSEfiTEATIVE NAHILL: I think there ought to be 

i lot more coordination. I just see four different agencies 

>oing in four different directions and X don't know about the 

rest of you, but I get letters from people. They send them 

:o the Governor, they send then to the Chairmen of the 

3ocaaittee, they send them to the janitor and the U.S. Senator 

md the President and CO different people get the same letter. 

7e are all investigating it and wasting a helluva lot of time 

.'hen none of us know that anybody else ls doing it. 

MR. PEKULA: That's a very good point. 

XiEPEESEEfTA'OTB 11AHILL: You know, an extra xerox 

sopy nachine — 

CHAXEHAH HUTCHINSON: It is all taxpayers' dollars. 

Whether it is license fees or whatever it is. I think somebody 

jught to get together like we did on the elevator thing and we 
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rad one passed real quick* I think we ought to have everybody 

m a bill like that because there is no use of wasting ray 

money or your noney. 

MR. PSKBLA: I agree. 

CHAI3J3AH HBTCIIIHSOA!: Any other questions? 

(Ho response.) 

GQAXBMAft HOTGHISJSOtl: Thank you vary much, 

MR.PEKULA: Thank you* 

CIIAITEIAi: KUTCniITSOH: I s Mr. Davidson here y e t ? 

(No r e s p o n s e . ) 

CRAISB'IAH HOTCHXNSOH: Mr. Tom DeTtell, would you 

sorac up? Tell the lady who you are, ran!; and serial number. 

MR. DcUALL: Mr. Chairman and ti&sbers of the 

Scnnsittee: I em Thomas Be-all, Executive Director of Common 

5ause/?exmsylvania. On By right is a researcher for Common 

Zauoe, Start in Toth. We appreciate the opportunity to testify 

at this public hearing on the State Board of Motor Vehicle 

lanufacturers, Dealers and Salesmen. Cocsaon Cause advocated 

for many years the adoption of sunset legislation. He were 

pleased to see it enacted and we are pleased to see the review 

and evaluation process in action. 

T'Te have road the performance audit done by the 

staff of the Legislative Budget and Finance Cotroittee. My 
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associate, Martin Toth, and X have conducted numerous personal 

interviews to understand better the scope of the Hotor Vehicle 

Board. In contrast to all of the other work of the Budget and 

Finance Conmittee that X have seen, this performance audit was 

ftot in depth and failed to address key issues. X will try to 

address socio of them here. 

The Motor Vehicle Board seens to he duplicated in 

aany of its functions by PennDOT, the Bureau of Consumer 

Protection, the State Police and the Corporation Bureau in 

the Department of State. The Sunset Act requires this 

Committee to consider tjhether there is overlap or duplication 

of effort by other agencies... '* The primary functions of this 

>oard are to register or license motor vehicle iaanuf acturers, 

iealers and salesmen, inspect their facilities, conduct 

Investigations, taete out discipline when necessary and transact 

:he necessary paper work for all of these functions. 

Alnost all of thexa are duplicated elsewhere in 

itato government. Although only the Board licenses dealers 

and salesmen, PennDOT registers them and grants dealer license 

)lates. The Corporation Bureau regulates ootor vehicle manu

facturers. The State Police inspect the properties — in fact, 

:hey do 95 percent of the initial inspections. Investigations 

ire conducted by the State Police and the Bureau of Consumer 
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Protection, especially tjith regard to odometer rollbacks. 

'lotor vehicle dealers and salesmen can be disciplined by 

PennDOT <by revoking their registration) and by district 

attorneys and the Bureau of Consumer Protection, through 

litigation. PennDOT end the Board each handle the paper trork 

to support these activities, but the files which the Board 

generates in their licensing process are sent to PennDOT for 

storage and future reference, 

Common Cause/Pennsylvania encourages this Committee 

seriously to consider allowing the Kbtor Vehicle Board to 

terminate on December 31, 1933, as scheduled in the Sunset Act* 

Almost all of their functions are duplicated, as noted above. 

Although it is necessary to continue to license or register 

ciotor vehicle manufacturers, dealers and salesmen to protect 

the public, PennDOT should be able to do it without much 

trouble. They already register motor vehicle dealers and 

license motorcycle dealers and others. Even PennDOT officials 

have Indicated to us that there is no n&eid to have too agencies 

performing such stellar functions, and that PennDOT would not 

have much difficulty doing it themselves. The State Police 

could do all of the inspections instead of 95 percent of then. 

The Bureau of Consumer Protection could do all of the odometer 

Inspections, since they have the expertise. 
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In doing so, Pennsylvania would not exactly be 

breaking new ground. Only about half the states have 

Independent boards to regulate this occupation . It makes 

3ense for impartial officials to regulate motor vehicle 

aanufacturers, dealers and salesmen. 

If the General Assembly decides that the Motor 

/chide Board should he continued, we have several recommenda~ 

:ione concerning its composition and operations. 

First, the Board should be made up of a majority 

>f public members, rather than members of the occupation being 

regulated. Licensing is the most restrictive form of 

>ccupational regulation. Xt is incumbent on the General 

tasemhly to make sure that this power of the state is used to 

>enefit the public at large and not just the practitioners 

>eing regulated. T?e do not claim that any of the members of 

She Motor Vehicle Board are less than ethical. However, it 

LB an inherent conflict of interest for motor vehicle manu

facturers, dealers and salesmen to be setting policy on behalf 

>f all of the citizens of the Commonwealth when they have a 

iirect economic stake in those decisions. Furthermore, the 

Sovernor should appoint people who will take their responsi-

>illties as public members seriously, attending training 

sessions, and so on. TTe are concerned that the public members 
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currently on the Board have apparently not attended any of 

the orientation and training sessions designed specifically 

for public raeribers, as called for in Act 292 of 1978. That 

act mandated the appointment of at least two public members 

to all of the licensing boards in the Bureau of Professional 

and Occupational Affairs and provided for thoir continuing 

training as public, rather than professional, taerabers. 

Second, there should he better coordination with 

other agencies. There is a naod for better coordination 

between the Board and the Bureau of Consumer Protection with 

respect to odometer rollbacks. All bureau staff, that ia» 

Bureau of Consumer Protection, members should be required to 

subr&t all investigations to the Board. Likewise, the Board 

should be required to subnit all information on odometer 

rollbacks to the Bureau of Consumer Protection. At present, 

only informal coeammication exists. 

There is also a strong need for coordination 

between the Board and PetmDOT. Presently, all licensing forms 

are sent to PennDOT for filing after the initial work is 

completed. Licensees who have a question for the Board are 

aent to PotmBOT because PennBOT stores the files, This not 

only promotes confusion and frustration but also duplication 

of work between PennDOT and the Board, 
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Better coordination is needed with respect to 

License revocations. Cannon Cause/Pennsylvania has received 

testimony that although the State Police uncover a violation 

and PerraDOT revokes the dealer's registration, the dealer 

continues to operate. The reason is apparently that it takes 

the Board up to sis: months to act on ths raatter. In the 

saeantiae, the dealer 3till has his license which can only be 

revoked by the Board. 

CoCTson Cause in its investigations has also heard 

complaints concerning administrative personnel on the Motor 

Vehicle Board. These cotaplainta catae from licensees, State 

Police and PeanDOT, Administrative personnel, it Is alleged, 

have been uncooperative and las: in their duties. 

Third, the Motor Vehicle Board has done little to 

aducate the public on its operations and there Is no evidence 

that they have done an adequate job of educating its licensees. 

Ihe Board should be required to provide better public informa

tion and education, especially to notify consumers where and 

bow they can file complaints. 

Fourth, the Board should be given additional 

authority to prosecute unlicensed activity to ctake it more 

affective in promoting the public interest. 

Fifth, many routine Inspections are being carried 
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rat under Act 144 regulations (2021 in 1982), but it is 

tclear that they are effective in bringing about changes 

anong licensees which have enough value to the public to 

ratc?eigh the coots involved. Corcmon Cause/Pennsylvania 

recommends that routine inspections be terminated and total 

snphasis be placed on complaint investigations, 

Sixth, the Board should actively prwiote the 

Interests of consumers. There are probably many ways in which 

It could do this, but one is to require used car dealers 

:o notify potential buyers of significant defects In the used 

tars they sell, 

TTe recognise that the Sunset Act places a burden 

as mongers of the General Assembly and staff. It takes a lot 

»f tine and effort to consider restructing important boards 

md eomsnissions in state government. Sut it is an important 

sndeavor* The General Asseuibly over the years has placed many 

responsibilities concerning the regulation of the motor 

rehicle industry on the Bureau of Consuraer Protection, PennDOT, 

:he Corporation Bureau, the State Police, the Board of Motor 

rehicle Manufacturers, balers and Salesmen, and the Bureau of 

'rofessional and Occupational Affairs, He urge you to continue 

'our careful scrutiny of these numerous agencies and related 

Laws to make sure that the system works the way you as lawmaker* 
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Intend It to work. 1*11 be happy to answer any questions. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHIHSGN: BUI, 

8EPBESE25TATIVE I2.0YD: Thank you. 

3ff EEPKESEKTATIVE LLOTD: 

Q You made quite a few recommendations. The first 

t& that you allow termination end my suspicion is that probably 

Lsn't going to happen. Wouldn't one way to end some of the 

duplication be to have PennDOT rely upon the finding of the 

Board that the particular dealer is qualified to be a dealer. 

Dnce you have that piece of paper from the Board then you get 

the authority to issue temporary licenses, you get a dealer's 

License. Till you get that from the Board wouldn't that end 

a lot of duplication? 

A X would think so or possibly or not even have to 

Seal with PennBOT at all. PatmDOT apparently has their own 

criteria for granting the dealer's license. X guess PennDOT 

7ould have to cone here and testify themselves to see what 

they*ve got. But I agree that should take care of the problems. 

Q If we were to say in our report that we wanted 

all these players to sit down and get bade to us within sis 

nonths or a year or whatever we decide is an appropriate time 

soTse specific, either they cleaned up their act or they are 

going to explain to us hoc? they streamline things and how the 
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sharing of information or they got some specific legislative 

changes to brin<* that about. Do you think that would be a 

reasonable approech to this problem? 

A I certainly thirl: that is needed and that would 

definitely be a move in the ripht direction. It is conceivable 

that all of these different players could be coordinated but 

it will take a concerted effort. 

Q One thing I wart to ask you, I'm concerned about 

the public members. In fairness to the people who are public 

menfoers of this Board, they aren't here end we don't have an 

opportunity to make any judgments. There have been statements 

made by you and a witness earlier today that public members 

nay not really be interested px&lic nenbers. Do you think 

and agree with the Chairman, I think, x&o said one of the 

public members is a banker and that is not appropriate because 

bankers are involved in financing car loans. Do you agree 

with that? 

A I ttould say that that is not appropriate because 

of the association of banks t-dth the automotive industry. 

Q Then there is a vacancy of a public member. We 

weren't able to get any indication as to how long that existed* 

Do you know by any chance hmr long? 

A I don't happen to knot? although I think you should 
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>e able to get those records from the Board or from the 

Jureau of Professional and Occupational Affairs. 

Q Hhat do we 60 to make sure that the consumer 

Bombers that we put on these boards are true blue consumers 

and don't have some kind of an interest and that they will 

;o to the meetings? When you say everybody ought to go and 

Sake the training, are you saying that we ought to have 

continuing education requirements for consumer members and if 

shey don't show up at those meetings, they can't sit on the 

>oard? 

A Act 292 which placed two public members on each of 

these boards, three on this particular board, specifically 

requires two training sessions per year for public members* 

Ct doesn't require public members to go there — 

Q There's no penalty? 

A — and penalize them for staying away and it has 

3een disappointing to me to go there and see 12 to 15 public 

nonbers there Instead of 44 or however many there are. 

Q How about the way public members arc chosen. Do 

7on have any recommendations on that? 

A I guess not formally other that» the Governor needs 

to look for people who have had some track record in working 

atth consumer organizations, citizen organizations that are 
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concerned about these matters rather than Just any person 

off the street. I am not sure of what the Governor uses in 

determining who should be a public member. 

Q You7re not recozsaendlng any kind of, certain 

organisations make a recommendation and he has to appoint 

them from a list* 

A We are not recommending that, but ve are recommend

ing that we had before that organizations that represent 

consumers or at least the public at large be consulted and 

some of their nominees chosen • How, \?& have been asked for 

nones and other organizations have also* Very few of those 

people have ever been appointed* 

Q Finally, do you think that these vists that these 

investigators make to find out if the sign is right or still 

t/hcre it Is supposed to be, etc, would be a whole lot better 

serving the consumers of this state to stop those kind of 

trips and have those sane people going after bait and switch 

and odometer rollbacks and lenon vehicles and unlicensed 

practice, is that — 

A X couldn't say it better myself, Representative. 

BEPKSSEOTATXVE U.OYD: Thank you. 

(SSAXnm HUTCHINSON: Mike. 

BEPRESEHTATIVE GKUITZA: Thank you, Ifcr* Chairman. 
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JY KEPBESEHTATIVE GKDITZA: 

Q Mr. Deftall, X em interested In your comment 

soncerning the members, of the composition of the Board as far 

as having salesmen and dealers sitting on this Board. Z guess 

specifically my question is why single out the notor vehicle 

salesmen and dealers when we have several boards. We have 

architects, taho certainly go back home and benefit by their 

nembershlp on the board, enfdneers, CPA'o, right down the line* 

•Jhy 3ingle out these individuals as opposed to all these 

members tsho sit on these boards? 

A He don't single then out. I have given testimony 

Ln Sunset hearings like this concerning the Seal Estate 

Commission, the Funeral Directors Board and the Auctioneers 

Board and we have made the same recommendation In each of 

those cases. He think that all or almost all of these 

Licensing boards ought to be dominated by public members rather 

than professional members. They can call upon the professional 

members for the expertise that is necessary, but that doesn't 

aean that the professional members need to be in the majority. 

Q Well, I have sat on some professional licensure 

hearings and I did not hear any testimony like that. 

A H© have not attended all of them, but that would 

be one of our recommendations for any of thorn. 
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CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: They pushed for the Sunset 

3111, Common Cause. Does anybody have any questions? 

(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: Thank you very much, Mr. 

>eWall. 

MR. DeTJALL: Thank you for allowing us to testify. 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: Is Mr. Davidson here yet? 

MR. DAVIDSON: My apologies to the Committee 

for being late, 

CHAIRMAN HUTCHINSON: That is all right. 

MR. DAVIDSON: My name is Joe Davidson, I was, 

from 1972 to 1977, the Automotive Investigator Mediator for 

tllegheny County Bureau of Consumer Affairs from 1976 to 1980, 

i public member of the State Board of Motor Vehicle Kanufactur-

irs, Dealers and Salesmen. I would like to be very brief in 

fferlng my feelings based on that experience. Running through 

he criteria whether the determination would significantly 

arm and endanger the public health, safety and welfare, I 

hink the automobile sales industry does need regulation very 

efinltely. It Is subject to abuse as we all know and I think 

here is a great deal at stake for the consumers of the Common-

ealth and for the Commonwealth itself. 

Two, whether there is overlap or duplication of 
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effort by other agencies. There appears to be a certain 

amount of duplication with the dealer registration section 

of PennDGT which I think could be resolved* 1 think PemiDOT 

has very definite functions, particularly, for example, when 

issuing dealer license plates, dealer registration plates 

which is properly their function, title work, sales tax, etc. 

I think the Board's function is to oversee the professional 

conduct of the industry which is, X think, a separate function, 

Is there a store economical way of accomplishing 

the objectives of the agency? In lay judgment, no. I think 

that the Board should be self-supporting based on revenues 

generated by license fees which should be extended In the 

enforcement of the Board*e obligations under the law. If the 

revenues aren't sufficient, perhaps the license fees need to 

be raised somewhat. But I think that is entirely possible 

and within the meaning of the act, 

Aether there is a demonstrated need based on 

service to the public for continuing the existence of the 

agency. That is an open question because I don't think the 

Board has ever functioned at the level of effectiveness that 

either the Legislature or the Board itself has desired. I 

think primarily that is a problem of staffing. Motor vehicle 

investigations are kind of complicated and require detailed 
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knowledge of the transactions and of the documents Involved 

end probably requires a specialized team of investigators 

rather than within the general license inspection program. 

tlaybe within that, but people with special background and 

training. 

l?hether the operation of the agency has been in 

Che public interest* I feel that it has. That is my personal 

opinion* Having watched the Board operate for four years 

I think there is a sincere commitment on the part of the 

Board and staff. I think it is correct that the agency has 

not encouraged public participation to the degree it should 

Slave which is also part of the problem, making the Board's 

operation knmm to the citizens of the Commonwealth so they 

can take advantage of its protections. Z don't feel that the 

rules and regulations that the Board has developed are not 

In the broad public interest. The reasonable operation of 

Che industry is in the public interest. 

Criteria seven, whether there is an alternate, 

less restrictive method, X don't believe so and I don't 

believe that the licensing function, as carried out by the 

Board, is particularly restrictive. The requirements are 

quite nominal and I think entry into the profession either as 

a salesman or a dealer has not been significantly restrictive. 
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That winds my comments up and I would be happy 

:o answer any questions* 

CKAXSKttl HUTCHXHSOE: Any questions? Bill. 

5Y B2PM5SEHTATIVE IXOYD: 

Q So X don't disappoint die Chairmen. X don't know 

tfhen you cane In. There have been a number of Issues which 

/ere raised and X would like to have your response to. One Is 

shat in !ir. Detail's testimony, did you hear his testimony? 

A Most of it. 

Q He said that he believes that the Board ought to 

stop sending Its investigators out to look and see whether 

ilgns are located in the right place and the fence which we 

rent through this morning with regard to used car lots , whether 

they are all at the right place. Instead concentrate the 

Limited resources on trying to police unlicensed activities, 

irying to police odometer rollback, trying to police bait and 

switch, lemon cars and all of those kinds of things. Would 

rem agree with that? 

A Yes, and X feel, as X mentioned earlier, that it 

requires a very specially trained Investigator to handle these 

automotive complaints because they are, as X say, quite 

soxaplex and the documents are manifold. You purchase a car 

aid right away they shove a pile of papers at you, sign here, 
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tlgn here, X think It would require specially trained 

Investigators from the BPO & A investigating pool. 

Q So we would have to hire mora people? 

A I think so. 

Q To the best of your knowledge we asked the 

Jhairman this morning whether he knew any requests like that 

lave been made and he said he didn't know. tJhen you were 

m the Board were there ever any requests to hire additional 

staff? 

A X think there was constant communication back and 

:orth. It was a matter of budgeting, and so forth and so on, 

>ut there was constant communication rrith the Cornells eloner's 

>ffice trying to expand that capability. 

SY ICTIUSGEEfTATIVE HUTCHISSOK: 

Q tfhat year were you on the Board? 

A *76 through *S0. 

Q You were there after we passed the law and raised 

:he foes and gave the Corsaissioner more power, took it off 

:he Secretary of State? 

A Yes, I'm quite certain of that. 

Q Before that they always had a hard time getting 

loney. How do you know anything about it? 

A It Is somewhat better, yes. There is some improve-
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aent, but X think we need even more to do the job* 

5Y HEPRESENTATXVE LLOYD: 

Q Another problem which has been raised by a host 

sf people is lack of responsiveness by the administrative 

staff. Based on your experience as a public member, presumably 

Hie tjho might be more sensitive to the kinds of treatment 

that prospective dealers. people with complaints or whatever 

IB received from administrative staff. Do you have any 

comments on that issue? 

A Here again, 1 think it is a problem of staff 

shortage. The Board has a full-time employee, Mrs* Flinchum 

aho tries to answer questions and complaints from the dealers 

and do all the paper work, and so on, and has a part-time 

idper. Row there probably, in my Judgment, should be a 

full-time liaison person to deal with these issues and to 

assist the public as well as the licensees. It sounds like 

Empire Building, but X think there is an important function 

Co be fulfilled and X believe it requires adequate staffing* 

REPBBSEnTATXVE LLOYD: Thank you. 

CHAimtAn HUTCHXNSON: Any other questions? 

(No response.) 

CHAHEfAH HUTCHBTSON: Thank you very much. Is 

there anybody t&o would like to appear? Mr. Killer? 
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MR. imXEXt: Only one quick correction. There 

are two full-tirae people assigned to that Board. That is why 

es. FliRghun* is on vacation such as today. There is a full-

tine person over there, not Just a part person and there is 

no backlog whatsoever. 

BY CHAIHIASS EUTCHINSOtTi 

Q Hot? long have you had them on full time? 

A The answer is a couple of years. 

BY t&. mvsmii 

Q X read your ninutes from 18 months back and as 

recently as 13, 14 months ago you only had one person with 

part-time help for Mrs. Plinchum? 

A There is a disagreement. 

Q It is in your rniautes froa 1931, discussion of 

there being only one person there who had the authority to 

handle day-to-day problems and it was Mrs. statement 

that che girl that was there part time at the time was able 

to handle possibly now car dealers but that was it. 

MS. RHODES; If X could say something? 

CkUimm HOTCHXUSail: Yes. T3hat is your nana? 

1!S. RHODES: X am Jan Rhodes, Deputy Commissioner. 

At one time the Board insisted that there would only be a 

Lara Fl in chum running that Board. We insisted there would be 
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two people. 

MR, MARTINI* I sat? your statements. 

MS. RHODES: If Clara Flinchum was not there, we 

should close down. So we insisted there be two people end 

there are two people running that Board. 

MR, HaSTXRZ: It has been significantly less than 

a year ago. 

ISS, EHODSSt Pardon me? 

MR. MARTINI» It has been less than two years 

Bince that occurred. There have been discussions that took 

place in the minutes in the last 18 months. 

MS. RHODES: There have always been two people, 

but the second person was never allowed to do anything. 

MR. MARTUSI: Right. 

MS. RH0B3S: She was only allowed to do clerical 

*rorlc. 

IWL. MARTINI: The basic clerical work. 

MS. REODES: There have always ba&a. two rull-titae 

people. Now during one period of time we suspended a person 

until we got a porson to replace her. There was a shortage. 

:ie tool: someone and floated them over until we replaced her. 

CHAIRMAN lIUTCHHTSOn: Anybody else? 

MR. MILLER: Only one more point. TJe agree entirelsr 
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with the Committee that these should he closer cooperation 

with the various entities involved, with the Motor Vehicle 

Board and others, end we are working toward that point. X 

think Mr. Cole even said it has been much better lately and 

we are working to achieve a more harmonious working relation

ship « 

CHAXE&2AK HUTCHX8S08: Mr. Deeaer, do you have any

thing to say* I mean, add to It? You've been sitting there* 

You have heard the pros and cons. 

MR. SEEKER j There wore some points X think that 

were either incorrect or a little bit contused which X would 

be happy to clarify. But X don't hove any specific comments. 

X work, first of all, in the Bureau of Motor Vehicles. 

CMX&tAH HftTCBXKSOft: Tell the lady what your name 

is? 

MR. DEEMER: lip name is Phil keener, X work in 

the Bureau of Motor Vehicles and Licensing in the Transportation 

Department. The cosasents about the duplication are the ones 

that X would like to clarify. IJ© do not duplicate investigations 

of applicant dealers. The cases where duplication occur Is 

where the potential suspension or a violation is being considered, 

in which ease we must send out to determine if there was an 

infraction of our rules, take appropriate action, notify the 
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Board and they subsequently take action which nay include an 

Investigation. At the dame tine, If the Board suspends or 

revokes a dealer lot license, we do not have to send out for 

an investigation. According to section, if I have ray numbers 

right, 1336 or 1335 of the Vehicle Code, if a person doesn't 

have a lot license, they don't have dealer registration. So 

we'll have a hearing to determine that. I think that is the 

one point that perhaps there was some confusion about. 

CSAXrctAN WSMSSBSSOBli Maybe if you have it printed 

we could read it so we con sit down and determine what we want 

to do we have an interpretation of what you have. 

MR. DEHlERi Sure. 

CBAIIBIA?! HWCHXR90KI: Because one thing I have 

heard here today, X would like to see the State Police, PenuDOT, 

the Attorney General, everybody *aorfcing together rather than 

everybody going out in left field. 

tSt. BEEMBB.: One of the concerns that we have had 

is that we cannot suspend or revoke someone if we don't have 

proper regulations or laws to bade us up unless the State Board 

takes action first. 

CHAI8!!A*7 HOTCniHSOS t tie night have to change the 

ffotor Vehicle Code, too, when we find out some things here. 

SIR. IEEJSE^J You are probably aware of the fact, 
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the las? that we are considering today, Act 144, 1973, the 

Vehicle Code was amended in 1977. Many references in Act 144 

are no longer relevant. So therefore to administer the two 

laws is very difficult. 

In any case, there was one point made today that 

X do want to clarify also. There are certain dealerships that 

are not licensed by the state. I mean by that 1 do not mean 

that :'C" dealers that Son fteithercoat made reference to. C 

dealers are miscellaneous motor vehicle businesses, they are 

provided Zos in Section 1337 of the Motor Vehicle Code. They 

are not dealers* They are businesses that provide motor 

vehicle related services. But there are types of dealers that 

the State Board is not now licensing. 

The best examples are utility trailer dealers, 

motorcycle dealers, moped dealerG, etc. Since the State Board 

does not license them, we have always felt that it was clearly 

the intent of the legislature that they would have dealer 

registration plates nevertheless, So that we are providing 

dealer registration privileges to those dealers even though 

there is no provision in the Vehicle Code directly for them to 

receive dealer registration. So that that overlap, I'm sorry, 

that oversight that the fact it is not provided for in Act 144 

is a concern certainly of our department, because there seems to 
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be no legislative basis for an action we are taking. But we 

have bean providing registration to those dealers for years 

and \m are certainly not going to yank it away from them now . 

But they are not now licensed by the Department of State* 

Q If you do that, hex? would you handle somebody lllce 

Soars and Roebuck m& Montgomery T«!ard t?ith the catalogues that 

has utility trailers? 

A 1!heoretically, if Sears Roebuck were celling a 

utility trailer and came to us for dealer registration, the 

way the Vehicle Code is written now they could get dealer 

registration plates for $24 each and put it on all of their 

Sears Roebuck trucks and if the truck was ever used for 

delivery of a utility trailer it t?ould be legal. It is one 

of the problems that xm have *d.th the way the Vehicle Code is 

written now. We are promulgating, proposing regulations I 

should say, tahich you will soon be seeing, hopeBxlly tjitMn 

the next £«i» ramths, Chapter 53. So that you nill have a 

chance to loo!*, at things that we tsould like to do to give our

selves a little more power than we have today. 

BT KS?SSSEWATIVJ3 X&OYE): 

Q Why don't you give us a bill that chafes the 

Vehicle Code that gives you the legal authority to do those 
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things? 

A Uoll, we have several pieces of legislation drafted 

over a period of tirae. TTe will be raore than happy to share 

it with the Cossi&tte©. X assises John (inaudible) has done 

that. Beyond which the bill you are considering to amend Act 

144 does place the responsibility for the licensing of motor

cycle, saoped and other types of dealers who are not now licensed 

by the state isidor their auspices which is fully what we 

support, 

BY SEPRSSEHTATIVE IXOYDJ 

Q Some people have said earlier today that PeimDOT 

is agreeable to talcing over the Board's function of licensing. 

Maybe I am overstating it a little bit, that ParaUXJT says it 

wouldn't be imeh of a problem to take that over to terminate 

the Board, Do ym agree with that? 

A The official view of the department, to the best 

of ny knowledge, is not that we would look forward to or 

eagerly anticipate taking over that function. I think I can 

better interpret what was said in that we are currently 

investigating dealers, like laoped and motorcycle dealers who 

are not licensed by the state. Sinee we are doing that now, 

to take en further licensing activities would not be a strange, 

new escperience for us* However, there would certainly be a 
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whole now range of dealers to take a look at, Tie are not 

doing the kinds of things that the Department of State is 

doing now related to economic regulation. We don*t feel that 

that is our responsibility. 

Q 1 don't feel it is their responsibility either. 

CHAXRHAR HTJTCIIINSOK: Thank you, Mr. Deeraer. This 

meeting is not? adjourned. 

(thereupon at 3:35 p.ja. the hearing was concluded.) 

I hereby certify that the proceedings scad evidence 

taken by rae in the trithin matter are fully and accurately 

indicated in my notes and that this is a true and correct 

transcript of the same. 

£km$hj /%?. c/md&&uuL 
Dorothy ItJllalone 
Registered Professional Reporter 
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